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ABSTRACT 

 
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine whether individuals with right 

hemisphere damage (RHD) process impliciture sentences differently from matched 

controls. The research questions were: (a) Are participants with RHD less accurate than 

healthy controls in impliciture sentence processing? (b) Does the introduction of story 

context affect impliciture processing in participants with RHD? (c) Do participants with 

RHD demonstrate response time profiles that differ from controls?  

Method: Seven participants with RHD and 16 matched controls participated in two 

experiments. In Experiment 1, participants listened to 144 impliciture sentences, and 

verbally responded with the interpretation they thought best fit what the sentence meant. 

In Experiment 2, participants listened to 100 stories and verbally responded with their 

interpretation of what the final impliciture sentence meant. There were two story types 

for each sentence: one that facilitated the normally preferred interpretation, and one that 

negated that interpretation.  

Results: For Experiment 1, three participants were less accurate in impliciture 

comprehension when compared to controls. The results were significant for lexical, 

possessive, quantitative, and temporal implicitures. For Experiment 2, three participants 

demonstrated increased accuracy with context. The results were significant for hyperbole, 

possessive, quantitative, and temporal implicitures. However, item analysis showed that 

each participant with RHD had difficulty negating the preferred interpretation of the 

impliciture. For the response time analysis, the control group was significantly slower in 
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the negating compared to the facilitating context condition (F<N profile). In contrast, 

participants with RHD did not demonstrate a difference (F=N profile).  

Conclusions: These findings suggest that reduced accuracy in impliciture processing 

occurs in some individuals with RHD, although additional research is needed to 

determine what characteristics are related to poor impliciture comprehension. Participants 

also were unable to use story contexts as effectively as the control group, showing 

difficulty negating the normally-preferred interpretation. Because response time profiles 

differed between participants with RHD and the control group, it is likely that the 

integrity of the right hemisphere is required for normal processing of impliciture and use 

of contextual cues. The results suggest a number of additional avenues of research in both 

the normally aging and RHD populations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Communication impairments arising after right hemisphere damage (RHD) 

continue to be substantially understudied compared to those resulting from left 

hemisphere damage, even though it is equally likely that a stroke will occur in the right 

hemisphere as the left hemisphere1 (Foerch, 2005). A recent PsychInfo database search 

revealed 6,978 journal articles related to aphasia from left hemisphere damage, but only 

1,403 related to right hemisphere communication (a 5:1 ratio). The relative lack of 

investigation into right hemisphere communication disorders does not mean that such 

disorders are insignificant; in fact, their impact on family and social dynamics is often 

quite dramatic (Koch, Egbert, Coeling, & Ayers, 2005; Myers, 1999). Nevertheless, the 

right hemisphere has often been labeled “minor” or “silent” (Springer & Deutsch, 1985).  

These dismissive labels may be used because individuals with RHD are typically 

considered to have relatively intact language (phonology, morphology, syntax, and to 

some extent, semantics), unlike some persons with aphasia. The problem, though, is that 

language not only encompasses form and content, but also use. Whereas people with 

aphasia often have impairments in language form and content, those with RHD are 

generally most impaired in language use, or pragmatics (Eisenson, 1962; Kaplan, 

Brownell, Jacobs, & Gardner, 1990; Winner & Gardner, 1977). Consequently, 

researchers have recently become increasingly interested in pragmatic processing after 

RHD.  
                                                 
1 It is acknowledged, however, that there are some small anatomical differences between the left and right 
carotid arteries ultimately supplying the cerebral hemispheres (Rodriguez Hernandez et al., 2003). This 
difference is interpreted by some to imply that the prevalence of left and right hemisphere strokes could 
potentially differ, although this has not been substantiated. 
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Pragmatics 
 
 The definition of the word pragmatics deserves particular attention because it is 

used to describe slightly different phenomena in the fields that study pragmatics. When 

pragmatics is discussed in the research literature, it often goes undefined, leaving the 

reader to determine the author’s theoretical perspective indirectly. Pragmatics has 

alternately been described as a set of behaviors or as a mental process (see Myers, 2001 

for a discussion). Pragmatic behaviors include eye contact, body language, head nodding, 

and particular conversational conventions. The mental process of pragmatics refers to 

intent associated with communication (see Sabbagh, 1999, and Tirassa, 1999). The first 

use of the term pragmatics was by Charles Morris in 1938, who described pragmatics as 

the study of the relation of signs to their users. Language philosophers and those who 

worked experimentally with pragmatics found this definition too broad to be useful. For 

this research, the proposed definition of pragmatics by Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, and 

Harnish (2001) will be used: the study of language use in relation to the structure of 

language and the context of utterance.   

Individuals with RHD are often impaired in areas of language use such as humor, 

sarcasm, figurative language, and indirect speech acts (Brownell, Michelow, Powelson, 

& Gardner, 1983; Brownell & Stringfellow, 1999; Foldi, 1987; Giora, Zaidel, Soroker, 

Batori, & Kasher, 2000; Hier & Kaplan, 1980; Kaplan, Brownell, Jacobs, & Gardner, 

1990; McDonald, 1999; Weylman, Brownell, & Gardner, 1989; Winner & Gardner, 

1977). Because normal language comprehension and interpersonal interactions depend on 

intact pragmatics, family members of an individual with RHD often note particular areas 
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of frustration. For example, they often comment that their loved one has “changed,” that 

they do not behave like the same person, and that they act childishly (Klonoff, Sheperd, 

O’Brien, Chiapello, & Hodak, 1990). Family members sometimes comment that they do 

not enjoy communicating with their loved one anymore. Impairments in language use can 

significantly impact one’s life. 

 
Impliciture 

 
As mentioned above, research related to pragmatic functioning after RHD has 

focused on humor, figurative language, indirect requests, and sarcasm. In each of these 

areas of language use, RHD has proven to reduce performance. A common feature of 

these types of language use is that the speaker says something but means something else 

instead. In that way, they can be considered removed from what the speaker said. 

However, there is another type of language use where the meaning the speaker intended 

is more closely related to what was said. An interesting question is whether individuals 

with RHD are impaired in types of language use that are closely related to what is said.  

Thus, the aim of the current research is to determine whether individuals with 

RHD process this type of pragmatic information, called impliciture2, differently than 

controls. In impliciture, one says something and means some expansion or completion of 

what was literally said (Bach, 1994a). With completion, a proposition3 is not expressed 

until it is completed, whereas in expansion, a proposition is expressed although it is not 

                                                 
2 Impliciture, or a similar phenomenon, is also referred to by a number of other terms: explicature (Sperber 
and Wilson, 1986), default heuristic (Levinson, 1995, 2000), and unarticulated constituent (Perry, 1986). 
For the sake of clarity, this construct will be referred to as “impliciture” throughout this manuscript. 
3 A proposition in this literature is something that can be considered true or false (be truth-evaluable). It 
must be sufficiently complete to have a truth-value assigned to it.  
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as strong as the speaker intended. Both processes are utilized in the sentence, “Everyone 

is coming.” Using the process of completion, the meaning would be “Everyone is coming 

[to my party].” Additionally, expansion would yield the meaning “Everyone [from work] 

is coming [to my party].” Thus, the listener fills in the missing portions of what is said; 

what is said being closely related to the meaning of the sentence4 (Bach, 1994b). 

Impliciture is pragmatic because the meaning depends on the speaker’s intention, not just 

on what is said. The speaker is the one who intends to convey a particular meaning, not 

the sentence (Bach, 2006a).  

Comprehension of impliciture has wide-ranging ramifications for normal 

communication, both verbal and written. These intended meanings are frequent in 

ordinary conversation; a glance at the list of examples given below (Table 1) illustrates 

their commonplace character. Additionally, impliciture frequently appears in literature 

and advertising. An example of frequent use of literary impliciture is biblical hyperbole, 

which are phrases that are exaggerations or overstatements used to make a specific point 

(e.g., “Everything is possible in him who believes”). In advertising, a specific example of 

impliciture is actually an example of its misuse. A commercial declares, “Test your 

insulin levels on your arm and Medicare may pay for your diabetic testing supplies.” The 

pragmatically normal understanding treats “and” as though it actually means, “and as a 

consequence, then…,” implying that the recommended act of testing would result in 

Medicare paying for testing supplies. Of course, this is not likely the assured outcome.  
                                                 
4 Bach says further, “In particular, what is said should be determined by the meanings of the elements of 
the sentence and their syntactic structure – as adjusted for any needed disambiguation or indexical 
reference fixing, as well as for any elements being used to make running commentary on the utterance” (pp. 
277-278). It is acknowledged that Bach’s interpretation of what is said is narrow in comparison to that of 
Sperber, Wilson, Recanati, and Carston, who believe that the impliciture is part of what is said. 
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Table 1: Types of impliciture with examples and enriched interpretations. 

Impliciture types Example Enriched 
interpretation 

Locative It’s raining. [HERE] 
Temporal I’ve had breakfast. [TODAY] 
Possessive John cut a finger. [HIS] 
Hyperbole I have nothing to wear. [APPROPRIATE] 
Reciprocal Ken and Bruce wrestled. [EACH OTHER] 
Cardinal He needed six people. [EXACTLY] 
Quantitative5 Nobody washed the dishes. [IN A GROUP] 
Lexically-driven John ran to the edge of the cliff and jumped. [OFF THE CLIFF] 

 

For each of the impliciture types listed in Table 1 there is a standardized 

interpretation6, indicating that we prefer the enriched pragmatic interpretation, even 

without context (Bach, 1987, 1994a,b; Garrett & Harnish, 2007; Gibbs & Moise, 1997). 

Enriched refers to a specific interpretation of a sentence other than its minimal 

proposition7. An example of minimal and enriched interpretations of an impliciture 

follows: If someone said, “It’s raining,” the minimal interpretation is that it is raining 

somewhere, because it is unspecified. However, the enriched interpretation is “It’s raining 

[here],” which is what we generally understand this sentence to mean. Standardized 

implicitures will be used in the current research because they afford the ability to 

examine comprehension of pragmatic information without context, as they are able to 

                                                 
5 Quantitatives are generally referred to as “quantifier domains” in the literature. Quantitatives are also 
different from the other seven types of impliciture in Table 1, because the form of the words does not give 
the relevant information needed to fully understand the impliciture; one is still left to determine which 
group.  
6 Bach (1987) proposes a “test” for standardization. Standardized meanings are a common use associated 
with the words that is without context the most salient or available use of the form they are associated with. 
In this way, they are like meanings. Standardized interpretations are preferred.  
7 The minimal proposition is the minimum amount of pragmatic enrichment necessary to make the sentence 
a complete proposition. This is different from the literal meaning of a sentence, which is determined by 
semantics and rules of a language (Recanati, 2004).  
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stand alone. Comprehension of impliciture with context can also be studied, in that 

contexts can be relatively easily designed to bias the reader toward either of the two 

possible interpretations of the sentence.  

 
Impliciture Types 

The impliciture types listed in Table 1 are commonly used in everyday 

communication. They are considered implicitures because what is said requires some 

pragmatic process such as expansion or completion for the listener to determine the 

intended meaning. Keep in mind that the impliciture examples used in each category can 

be negated by a context that leads one to the minimal interpretation. Below are working 

definitions for the impliciture types. 

Locative. Locatives are prepositions that refer to spatial relationships, such as up, 

next to, here, and there. In some cases, the locative does not need to be stated explicitly. 

For example, we typically understand the sentence “It’s a sunny day” to mean that it is 

sunny here rather than somewhere else.  

Temporal. Temporals refer to time, as in today, yesterday, or sometime. 

Temporals, like other types of impliciture, do not have to be stated explicitly, because 

they can be determined from context. For example, if one says, “I’ve had breakfast,” one 

would typically understand the sentence to mean, “I’ve had breakfast [today],” unless the 

context provided a contraindication.  

Possessive. Briefly, possessives indicate to whom some object belongs. There are 

a number of types of possession, the most important for this research being the alienable 

versus inalienable distinction. An inalienable possession is something from which a 
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person cannot (typically) be separated, as in the sentence “John broke a leg,” where the 

leg is John’s inalienable possession. We typically understand this to mean “John broke 

[his] leg” even if it was not explicitly said. In other words, the sentences “John broke a 

leg,” and “John broke his leg,” are typically interpreted to mean the same thing. Contrast 

this with “John broke a vase,” where the vase is not John’s inalienable possession. We 

typically understand this sentence to mean that John broke some vase, most likely one 

that does not belong to him (or one should have said the more specific “John broke his 

vase”). The English language does not have grammatical markers for possession; this 

either has to be stated explicitly or gleaned from context.  

Hyperbole. Hyperbole is a phrase in which exaggeration is used to give emphasis 

to a statement. For example, the sentence “I have nothing to wear” does not generally 

mean “I have nothing [at all] to wear”; it is typically an exaggeration used when one 

cannot find anything appropriate to wear for a particular occasion.  

Reciprocal. Reciprocals indicate that each participant is grammatically both the 

agent (the one that carries out the action) and patient (the recipient of the action) with 

regard to one another. Some languages have grammatical means to indicate reciprocal 

relationships within a sentence, although English users must use a term such as each 

other or rely upon other elements in the sentence to indicate when the relationship is 

reciprocal. In the sentence “Ken and Shelley are married,” we typically understand that 

Ken and Shelly are married to each other, rather than to other people. For this 

experiment’s reciprocal sentences, the impliciture is driven not only by the hearer’s 

interpretation of the speaker’s meaning, but also by what we know about the likelihood of 
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the particular activities being performed alone or with other people (e.g., married, dated, 

dined with each other; showered, shaved, took exam separately).  

Cardinal. Cardinals refer to number. There is some discussion as to whether 

numerals refer to the exact number specified, at least that number, or if it remains neutral. 

For example, in the sentence “John has two rakes,” it is unspecified whether John has 

exactly or at least two rakes. It does mean, however, that John has no fewer than two 

rakes. It is also possible to have an at most interpretation of cardinals, such as a weight 

capacity on an elevator. These interpretations can be determined either based on 

contextual cues, or with the actual addition of phrases such as exactly, at least, or at most.  

Quantitative. Quantitative sentences in this research are those in which the 

number of people involved in an action needs to be determined. For example, in the 

sentence “Everybody watched the movie,” it is typically understood that “Everybody [in 

some group] watched the movie,” rather than “Everybody [in the world] watched the 

movie.” For quantitatives, there is controversy in the literature whether one needs to 

appeal to the context to determine which group (pragmatic phenomenon) or whether this 

is marked somehow syntactically (linguistic phenomenon).  

Lexically-driven. For this research, lexically-driven implicitures are those that can 

be completed by a particular word or words. For example, “John went to the edge of the 

cliff and jumped” would typically be completed with the words “over” or “off,” rather 

than “up.”   
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Impliciture Studies   
 
 Because only preliminary research has examined how individuals with RHD 

interpret implicitures, the following review first covers studies that have examined 

impliciture in healthy adults. The pilot work for this research is then discussed. 

 Impliciture processing in healthy adults. Gibbs and Moise (1997) conducted a 

study that examined impliciture processing, as well as processing of other types of 

pragmatic utterances. They found that their young, healthy participants (N = 30, 24, 32, 

and 28 for Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively) most often chose enriched 

interpretations of impliciture sentences as best representing what the speaker said. In 

addition, they found that their participants were able to use a short story context that 

preceded the impliciture to cancel the interpretation and choose the minimal 

interpretation of the impliciture as best representing what the speaker meant. 

 Nicolle and Clark (1999) replicated the Gibbs and Moise (1997) study with some 

modifications. They included 21, 20, and 21 young, healthy participants in Experiments 

1, 2, and 3, respectively. Like Gibbs and Moise, they found that participants did not 

prefer the minimal interpretations of implicitures without context. Participants were also 

able to use story contexts to drive their interpretation of the impliciture sentences. 

However, contrary to Gibbs and Moise, participants in the Nicolle and Clark study most 

often chose the implicature8 (“Billy’s got two footballs”  “There are enough footballs 

to play two matches”) rather than the impliciture (“Billy has exactly two footballs”) (p. 

351), likely because of differences in the story contexts (Garrett & Harnish, in press).  

                                                 
8 An implicature is different from impliciture. In impliciture, the meaning can be reasonably thought to be 
implicit in the words said. In implicature, the meaning is a completely different thought.  
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 Bezuidenhout and Cutting (2002) conducted a series of experiments, the first two 

being a replication of the Gibbs & Moise (1997) and Nicolle & Clark (1999) studies. In 

the final two experiments, Bezuidenhout and Cutting attempted to determine whether the 

minimal meaning is activated or constructed during processing of impliciture. Healthy 

participants were studied (N = 26 and 61 in Experiments 3 and 4, respectively) to 

examine how implicitures are processed with context. The results showed that 

participants processed implicitures more slowly in minimal contexts than those designed 

to facilitate the impliciture. The authors suggest that the enriched interpretations of 

implicitures are more accessible and must be overridden when context is biased toward 

the minimal interpretation. The process of overriding the more accessible enriched 

interpretation is presumed to take extra time. However, the authors cautioned that the 

mechanism that might cause enriched interpretations to be more readily available is not 

understood. They also mentioned they could not conclusively say whether minimal 

propositions are constructed when context is biased toward the enriched interpretation.   

The current research project is based on a study by Garrett and Harnish (2007). 

Participants were healthy young adults aged 18-25 years. The study included two 

experiments in which three types of impliciture were studied – locative, possessive, and 

temporal. For the first experiment, participants were auditorily presented with the target 

impliciture without context; this was followed by a visually presented question with 

possible answers. Participants were to choose an answer that they believed best captured 

what the sentence meant if it were said during a conversation. For example, participants 

would hear the preamble ‘someone said’ followed by an impliciture sentence: 
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Someone said: “It’s raining.” 

Immediately following, a question and two responses appeared on the computer screen: 

Where? 

HERE 

SOMEWHERE 

The enriched interpretation of “It’s raining” is HERE, whereas the minimal interpretation 

is SOMEWHERE. Results of this experiment showed a powerful preference (96%) and 

more rapid responses for the enriched (impliciture driven) interpretations. 

 The second experiment used items from the first experiment but introduced story 

contexts preceding each target impliciture. One story context facilitated the enriched 

interpretation of the impliciture, and the other negated the enriched interpretation, making 

a nonstandard interpretation the correct answer. This experiment used all visual 

presentation. For example, this is what the participants would see for the context 

designed to facilitate the enriched interpretation (the correct answer is HERE): 

John and Mary were on vacation. 

They planned to spend their first afternoon at the resort playing tennis. 

But the weather forecast was threatening. 

A big thunderstorm was brewing. 

And, when John looked out the window at lunchtime, he sighed and said to Mary, 

“Nuts, just as I thought. 

It’s raining.” 

Where? 

HERE 

THERE9 

                                                 
9 Note that the more specific THERE can be used in the context condition, rather than SOMEWHERE.  
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For the negating context, this is what the participants would see (the correct 

answer is THERE – a nonstandard interpretation).  

John left work early from his Boston job to go home and catch the game on TV. 

The Red Sox were playing the Yankees in New York. 

During the broadcast, he sees that the ballgame is iffy because thunderstorms are threatening. 

During the pre-game show the storm hits. 

“Nuts,” he said. 

“Just as I thought. 

It’s raining.” 

Where? 

HERE 

THERE 

Note that THERE is the contextually preferred interpretation. The preference for the 

impliciture is cancelled by the story context.  

Participants used context to determine the appropriate interpretation of the three 

types of impliciture: 95% of responses matched contextual constraints for both 

supporting and canceling contexts. Although accuracy was high when context was biased 

against the impliciture, response time was significantly slower by an average of 204 

milliseconds (ms). The results of the experiment indicate that enriched interpretations of 

implicitures are more accessible than minimal interpretations in young, healthy 

participants. This indicates that although contexts can be successfully manipulated to bias 
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against the impliciture, the negating process requires extra processing time. The findings 

were similar to the results of the Bezuidenhout and Cutting (2002) study.  

Impliciture processing after RHD – preliminary work. A pilot study (Orjada, 

Garrett, & Harnish, 2007) was conducted to determine if participants with RHD 

comprehended implicitures differently from matched control participants. In this 

preliminary work, four participants with RHD and four control participants were included 

(see Table 2).  

Table 2: Participant characteristics and scores on screening measures. 

Participant Age Gender Education Lesion site MMSE MIRBI-2 
RHD1 48 Male 14 yrs R frontal 30 33-Mild 
RHD2 75 Male 12 yrs R fronto-

parietal 
29 36-Mild 

RHD3 50 Female 14 yrs R frontal 30 35-Mild 
RHD4 80 Female 12 yrs R temporo-

parietal 
30 37-Mild 

Control1 50 Male 14 yrs -- 29 -- 
Control2 76 Male 12 yrs -- 28 -- 
Control3 47 Female 13 yrs -- 30 -- 
Control4 77 Female  12 yrs -- 30 -- 

Note: MMSE=Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975); 
MIRBI-2=Mini Inventory of Right Brain Injury, 2nd Edition (Pimental & Knight, 2000). 
 
 

The four participants with RHD had no evidence of visual neglect. Two 

individuals with mild left neglect had attempted to participate in the pilot study; however, 

neither was able to understand and complete the task.  
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A list of 150 implicitures, representing eight categories of implicitures as outlined 

in Table 110 was created along with a pair of words representing their potential minimal 

and enriched interpretations. (These words were used in a judgment task sketched below.) 

Foils were also included so that there would be some variability in participants’ responses 

(i.e., so that they could not establish a response set). For foils, the correct interpretation 

was considered to be the minimal meaning, as in “I have nothing [at all] packed for the 

trip.” This is opposed to the (incorrect in this case) enriched interpretation, which would 

be “I have nothing [desirable] packed for the trip.” Accuracy was measured for the 

experimental stimuli only.  

Participants were instructed as follows: “Here are some things I might say to you. 

Circle the answer that goes with what I might have meant if I said it during a 

conversation.” An example (hyperbole) follows: 

 
I have nothing to wear.   AT ALL  DESIRABLE 

 
In this example, “I have nothing [at all] to wear” is the minimal interpretation, whereas “I 

have nothing [desirable] to wear” is the (correct) enriched interpretation. 

Participants were provided with the impliciture sentences and corresponding 

answer choices in writing, and were instructed to circle their answers. Visual inspection 

of the each participant’s accuracy on impliciture processing without context revealed that 

participants with RHD were generally less accurate than control participants (see Figure 

                                                 
10 In this preliminary work, scalar implicitures were used rather than quantitatives. Scalar implicitures refer 
to a range of values, as in “some, most, all,” where an example sentence would be “Some of the horses 
jumped the fence.” 
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1). Descriptively, participants with RHD obtained a range of 10.42% (SD = .16) to 

95.84% (SD = .05) accuracy across impliciture types, and control participants ranged 

from 83.34% (SD = .12) to 100% (SD = 0) accuracy. Control participants averaged 100% 

accuracy on five of the eight impliciture types.  

 
Figure 1: Accuracy measures for impliciture comprehension without context. 

Participants RHD2 and RHD4 scored 0% in the hyperbole category. 
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 A repeated measures ANOVA (critical alpha=.05) was conducted. Results showed 

a significant performance difference between the groups (F=10.846; p=.017), and that the 

groups performed differently on the different types of stimuli (F=16.076; p<.01). 

Participants with RHD performed significantly more poorly than matched controls in two 
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categories of impliciture after alpha correction (critical alpha=.006): hyperbole (t=-7.41; 

p=.0001) and temporal (t=-3.46; p=.006).  

 Taken separately, the participants with RHD showed variable performance in 

impliciture comprehension despite the fact that each participant scored within the mild 

impairment range on the MIRBI-2. The only patterns that can be gleaned from this data 

are that hyperbole was most difficult for all RHD participants, and that only RHD2 and 

RHD4 showed relatively similar profiles of performance on these implicitures. The 

results as a whole support the idea that individuals with RHD comprehend some 

impliciture types differently from matched control participants, and support the feasibility 

of using these types of stimuli to examine pragmatic processing in individuals with RHD. 

 
Goals of the Current Research and Research Hypotheses 

 
Even though preliminary research (Orjada, Garrett, & Harnish, 2007) suggested 

that participants with RHD were less accurate in comprehension of written impliciture 

sentences, it is unclear whether these results would be replicated with additional subjects 

or how context would affect their interpretation. The current research is the first 

systematic study of impliciture processing with and without context in individuals with 

RHD. The questions posed in this research and hypothesized outcomes are: 

 
Question 1: Will impliciture processing differ for participants with RHD versus a control 

group in terms of accuracy without context? (Experiment 1). 
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Hypothesis 1: Participants with RHD will choose the minimal interpretation of sentences 

more often than matched control participants without context. This may vary across 

impliciture types.  

Rationale: Literature suggests that individuals with RHD are more literal, which may 

lead them to the minimal interpretation of impliciture sentences more often than control 

participants. 

 

Question 2: Will context affect how participants with RHD process implicitures in terms 

of accuracy? (Experiment 2).  

Hypothesis 2: Participants with RHD will not improve with context. This may vary 

across impliciture types. 

Rationale: Literature suggests insensitivity to context and inference deficits. 

 

Question 3: Will participants with RHD have different response time profiles from 

controls? (Experiment 2).  

Hypothesis 3: Response time profiles for participants with RHD will indicate a more 

available minimal interpretation (opposite of control participants). 

Rationale: Literature suggests participants with RHD are more literal, so they would 

have to override a more available minimal interpretation, taking extra time in the 

facilitating context.  
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DESIGN AND METHODS 
 
 
This study included participants with RHD and a matched control group. Two 

experiments were conducted, one involving implicitures without context and one 

involving implicitures with context.  

 
Participant Criteria 
 
 All participants. All participants had the following characteristics: (a) between 50 

and 85 years old, (b) right-handed (Annett, 1970); (c) no history of psychiatric disorder, 

drug, or alcohol abuse requiring treatment; (d) no history of reading or other learning 

disabilities (Tallal, Ross, & Curtiss, 1989); (e) no diagnosis of Alzheimer’s or Parkinson 

disease; (f) adequate hearing acuity (corrected or uncorrected), as measured by a word 

recognition paradigm with an 80% correct criterion (see Runge & Hosford-Dunn, 1985); 

and (g) American English as their first language. In addition, all participants were 

administered the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 

1975), a screening test for basic cognitive abilities, with a score of 27/30 required for 

inclusion. The following demographic and descriptive measures were administered: (a) a 

test of auditory working memory (after Lehman & Tompkins, 1998; Tompkins, Bloise, 

Timko, & Baumgaertner, 1994); (b) the Discourse Comprehension Test (DCT; 

Brookshire & Nicholas, 1993); and (c) a measure of estimated IQ (Barona, Reynolds, & 

Chastain, 1984). 

 Participants with RHD. Seven participants with RHD were included for 

participation (see Table 3). They were at least 3 months post-onset of stroke. They had 
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lesion(s) in the territory of the right middle cerebral artery (MCA) (see Figure 2), as 

determined by neuroimaging or behavioral signs such as presence of left hemiparesis. No 

further restrictions on lesion location were made because behavioral and neuroimaging 

studies are not conclusive as to localization of pragmatic processing within the right 

hemisphere, with regions in the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes implicated, 

as well as the insula and some subcortical structures (Bottini et al., 1994; Cheang & Pell, 

2006; Kasher, Batori, Soroker, Graves, & Zaidel, 1999; Kuperberg et al., 2000; 

McDonald, 2000a; Shammi & Stuss, 1999; see Soroker et al., 2005 for an argument for 

distributed pragmatic processing throughout the right hemisphere).   

Demographic and descriptive measures for participants with RHD included the 

following: (a) the Mini Inventory of Right Brain Injury – 2 (MIRBI-2; Pimental & Knight, 

2000) to characterize severity of right hemisphere impairment; (b) the six conventional 

subtests of the Behavioral Inattention Test (BIT; Wilson, Cockburn, & Halligan, 1987) to 

determine presence or absence of left visual neglect; (c) a 10-item screening for indirect 

request interpretation (see Appendix B); and (d) a 20-item screening for sarcasm 

interpretation (see Appendix C).  

Impairment of indirect request comprehension is a documented characteristic of 

individuals with comprehension deficits following right hemisphere lesions (Brownell & 

Stringfellow, 1999; Foldi, 1987; Hirst, Ledoux, & Stein, 1984; Stemmer, Giroux, & 

Joanette, 1994; Weylman, Brownell, & Gardner, 1989), although there are some 

contradictory reports in the literature (Champagne, Virbel, Nespoulous, & Joanette, 2003; 

Vanhalle, Lemieux, Joubert, Goulet, Ska, & Joanette, 2000). For the screening measure, 
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indirect requests were used by the experimenter throughout the testing sessions in a 

conversational manner. For example, the experimenter asked participants questions such 

as, “Can you pass me that paper?” or “Can you turn off the TV?” The experimenter was 

careful not to use nonverbal communication that the participants might interpret as an 

expectation for action. Other “can” questions were used throughout the session where 

“yes” or “no” responses were the appropriate answer choice (i.e., “Can you drive?”), so 

that not all such questions were interpreted as requiring an action. Accuracy was 

calculated for indirect requests only. 

Similarly, impairment in sarcasm comprehension is well-documented in the RHD 

population (see McDonald, 2000b). The sarcasm screening measure for this study 

consisted of 20 pre-recorded stories, based on 10 sentences. Ten of the stories led toward 

the literal (not sarcastic) interpretation of a sentence (e.g., “That’s a great dress”), and ten 

stories led toward the sarcastic interpretation of the sentence. Answer choices were 

presented to the participants after an introductory question (e.g., “What did Betty 

mean?”). The answer choices represented either the literal (e.g., “The dress is beautiful”) 

or the sarcastic interpretation (e.g., “The dress is ugly”). Participants responded verbally, 

and the experimenter recorded the answer choices using the computer presentation 

program DMDX (described later). Accuracy was calculated for sarcastic stories only.  
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Table 3: Characteristics of participants with RHD. 
 
 RHD1 RHD2 RHD3 RHD4 RHD5 RHD6 RHD7 
Sex Male Female Female Female Male Male Male 
Age 77 60 85 56 64 63 50 
Race White White White White White White White 
Esti-
mated  
IQ 

113 110 117 110 107 115 107 

CT/MRI 
results 

Unavail-
able 

Large 
lesion in 
right MCA 
territory; 
secondary 
right brain-
stem 
atrophy. 

Multiple 
infarcts in 
right MCA 
territory. 

Infarct 
involv-
ing right 
frontal 
lobe, 
basal 
ganglia, 
and 
temporal 
lobe. 

Large area 
of hypo-
density 
involving 
the right 
MCA 
territory. 

Large 
lesion in 
right MCA 
territory. 
Wallerian 
degener-
ation 
affecting 
right MCP 
and pons. 

Unavailable 
 
Right fronto-
parietal per 
surgical 
records. 

Type of 
stroke 

Unavail- 
able 

Ischemic Ischemic Hemorr-
hagic 

Ischemic Ischemic Hemorrhagic 

Time 
post-
onset 

5 mos 10 mos 4 mos 3.5 yrs 
 

4 mos 9 mos 26 yrs 

MMSEa 27 30 28 29 28 29 30 
Hearing 
screening
b 

21  25 24 23 
 

25 
 

24 
 

25 
 

Auditory 
working 
memoryc 

35 35 36 35 37 
 

36 36 

MIRBI-
2d 

23  
Mod-
erate  

36 
Mild  

19 
Moderate-
Severe 

37 
Mild  

31 
Mild-
Moderate 

31  
Mild-
Moderate 

37 
Mild  

BITe  37  
Neglect 

146 32  
Neglect 

146 137 143 140 

DCTf  37 38 36 39 38 38 37 
Indirect 
requestsg  

9 10 9 10 10 10 8 

Sarcasmh  6** 8** 5** 10 9** 8** 7** 
Note: aMMSE maximum = 30; bHearing screening maximum = 25; cAuditory working 
memory maximum = 42; dMIRBI-2 maximum = 43; eBIT maximum = 146, neglect cut-
off = 129; fDCT maximum = 40, normal performance cut-off = 36; gIndirect requests 
maximum = 10, note that this screening measure could not be examined statistically, as 
no control subject failed to achieve a perfect score; hSarcasm maximum = 10. MCA = 
middle cerebral artery. MCP = middle cerebellar peduncle. ** = significantly different 
from control group at p=.001. 
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Figure 2: Representative lesions from participants with RHD, drawn on MRIcro 

templates. 
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 RHD6 
 

     

   
 

 

 Control participants. Eight male and eight female control participants were 

included. They had no history of neurologic disorder and were similar to participants with 

RHD in age and estimated IQ. Their characteristics are outlined in Table 4.  

 
Table 4: Control group characteristics. 
 

Sex 8 male, 8 female 
Age  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
66.13 (8.54) 

50-81 
Race 15 White, 1 Hispanic 
Estimated IQ  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
109 (7.13) 

99-119 
MMSE  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
29.5 (.82) 

27-30 
Hearing Screening  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
24.31 (1.3) 

20-25 
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Auditory working memory 
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
39.06 (.99) 

37-40 
DCT 
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
37.68 (1.25) 

35-40 
Indirect requests  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
10 (0) 
10-10 

Sarcasm  
     Mean (SD) 
     Range 

 
9.94 (.25) 

9-10 
 

 
Experiment 1: Impliciture Performance without Context 

Experiment 1 was designed to determine whether individuals with RHD differ 

from healthy control participants in impliciture interpretation without context. Note that 

Experiment 1 always preceded Experiment 2 so that participants were not introduced to 

alternate interpretations of implicitures before Experiment 1; Experiment 1 was designed 

to test the participants’ unbiased interpretations of implicitures. 

Stimuli. A list of 144 implicitures (including foils), modified from the pilot work 

for this research, were used as stimuli for the current research project (See Appendix D 

for a complete list of stimuli). There were 18 sentences for each of eight impliciture types 

shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Examples of experimental stimuli for each of the eight impliciture types. 

Potential interpretations include the minimal and enriched answer choices. Enriched 

interpretations are in bold. 

Impliciture type Example Potential interpretations 
Locative It’s raining. (HERE/SOMEWHERE) 
Temporal I’ve had breakfast. (TODAY/ONCE) 
Possessive John cut a finger. (HIS/SOMEONE’S) 
Hyperbole I have nothing to wear. (AT ALL/APPROPRIATE) 
Reciprocal Ken and Bruce wrestled. (TOGETHER/SEPARATELY)
Cardinal He needed six people. (EXACLTY/AT LEAST) 
Quantitative Everybody plays soccer. (IN THE WORLD/IN A 

GROUP) 
Lexically-driven John ran to the edge of 

the cliff and jumped. 
(OFF/UP) 

 

These stimuli were ordered so that implicitures of the same type were not grouped 

together during the experiment. The stimuli were also randomized across participants to 

control for order effects. The sentences and answer choices were pre-recorded using a 

Logitech desktop microphone and digitized using Praat, a computer program designed 

for speech analysis and synthesis. The sentences were recorded using a male voice at an 

average rate of 133 wpm (range, 125-145 wpm), and the answer choices were at an 

average rate of 114 wpm (range, 106-124 wpm). These rates were based on the average 

speaking rates on the DCT (Brookshire & Nicholas, 1993), which were 133 wpm for 

stories and 113 wpm for comprehension questions. Word boundaries were determined by 

guidelines from Yorkston, Beukelman, & Tice (1996). 

The stimuli were presented through Centurion noise canceling headphones at a 

comfortable loudness level. A headphone volume booster (amplifier) was used to 
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increase the maximum sound pressure level output of the computer. The participants 

were able to control the sound pressure level of the stimuli presentation using an external 

knob that was attached to the amplifier. The stimuli were also played through computer 

speakers so that the experimenter could hear them, and so that they could be picked up by 

a high quality lapel microphone (worn by the participants) and recorded for later analysis.  

 Task. The investigator introduced the task by saying, “Listen to these sentences 

carefully. Say the answer you think best represents what the speaker meant.” The 

investigator answered any questions the participants had, and then began the task, starting 

with five practice items. First, the participant listened to the sentence. Then the question 

and answer choices were played. An example follows: 

 
“I’ve had breakfast.” / “When? Today or once?” 

 
The participant responded verbally with one of the answer choices. The examiner 

pressed the key on the computer keyboard corresponding with the participant’s response. 

Then the next sentence was presented, and so on.  

 Data. The data recorded in this task were response accuracies. An accurate 

response was operationally defined as the enriched interpretation for the experimental 

stimuli (in the above example, the correct response was “TODAY”).  

 
Experiment 2: Impliciture Performance with Context 
 
 Stimuli. Experiment 2 was designed to determine how context affects the 

processing of impliciture in individuals with RHD (in terms of accuracy and response 
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time) when context preceded the target impliciture. Experiment 2 was conducted on a 

different day than Experiment 1, separated by at least 1 day. 

Locative, temporal, possessive, hyperbole, and quantitative impliciture stimuli 

were used in Experiment 2, representing a sample of types in which interesting variations 

might appear. There were two story types for each sentence: one that facilitated the 

enriched interpretation of the impliciture, and one that negated the normally preferred 

enriched interpretation. There were 10 facilitating and 10 negating contexts for each 

impliciture sentence of the five types, totaling 100 stories.      

 Below is an example of a context that facilitates the enriched interpretation. The 

contexts were shorter than those used in Garrett & Harnish (2007) to reduce reliance on 

working memory capacity.   

 
“Growing orchids: You are Josephine” / “Janet ran a florist shop. She grew her 
own plants in greenhouses. Her friend Josephine wanted to tour the greenhouses to 
see the different types of flowers. When they walked into the orchid room, the air 
was very moist. Josephine turned to Janet and said, ‘Wow, it feels very humid.’” / 
“Where? Here or there?” 

 
 
In this example, the answer is “HERE,” which is the enriched interpretation, or what we 

generally understand this sentence to mean. 

Below is an example of a context that negates the enriched interpretation. 

 
“Island climates: You are the park ranger.” / “The park ranger on St. John island 
told us: ‘The climate on the islands can vary greatly. On the east coast where we are 
now, it’s dry and almost desert-like. But, on the other side, a couple of miles west, it 
will be lush, and it feels very humid.’” / “Where? There or here?” 
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In this example, the answer is “THERE,” which is not what we generally understand this 

sentence to mean. Context is required to create a bias toward this interpretation and away 

from the impliciture. 

 Task. The investigator introduced the task by saying, “You are going to hear some 

stories. Say the answer you think best represents what the story meant.” The investigator 

answered any questions the participant had, and then began the task, starting with two 

practice items. The participant listened to the stories and the question and answer choices. 

As in Experiment 1, the answer choices were randomized so that the correct answer was 

not in a predictable position.  

Data. The data recorded in this task were response accuracies (as measured by 

adherence to the story context) and response times.  

 
Measures and Analysis 

 
Accuracy (defined above) was measured in both Experiment 1 and 2. The 

experimenter keyed in the participants’ responses, using the computer presentation 

program DMDX. DMDX was programmed to recognize correct and incorrect responses. 

An audio recording was used to verify the experimenter’s accuracy.  

Response time was measured in Experiment 2. Digital audio tapes (DATs) were 

used to record the participants’ responses, using a Tascam digital audio recorder. The 

DAT recordings were then converted to computer .wav files. The files were read and 

analyzed using Praat software. Response times were calculated by highlighting the end 

of the sound wave for the answer choices to the beginning of the sound wave for the 

participant’s response, using both visual and auditory information. The highlighted 
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portion automatically yielded a time value in seconds, which was converted to 

milliseconds.  

 
Inter-rater reliability 

 Either the experimenter or a research assistant calculated the response times for 

each participant. The other individual then calculated response times for a sample of 20 

random stimuli in order to determine inter-rater reliability. Pearson product moment 

correlations revealed a high degree of reliability, ranging from r=.972 to r=1.000 (see 

Table 6), with a mean difference score of 36.06 ms. 

 
Table 6: Pearson product moment correlations for response time measures. 

Participant Correlation Participant Correlation 
RHD1 .989 C1 .991 
RHD2 .997 C2 .999 
RHD3 1.000 C3 .999 
RHD4 .998 C4 1.000 
RHD5 .989 C5 .995 
RHD6 .999 C6 .998 
RHD7 .994 C7 .992 

  C8 .997 
  C9 .996 
  C10 .997 
  C11 .988 
  C12 .999 
  C13 .995 
  C14 .978 
  C15 1.000 
  C16 .972 
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Statistical Procedures 
 
 A single case comparison design was used for this research because each 

participant with RHD was different in degree and types of impairments present (e.g., left 

visual neglect). This corresponds with the literature that suggests a great deal of 

heterogeneity in the RHD population (for example, Chantraine, Joanette, & Ska, 1998; 

Joanette, Goulet, & Daoust, 1991). Further, McDonald (2000) suggested that “Group 

approaches to the investigation of RH language disorders may be doomed to yield 

heterogeneous and therefore ambiguous results. Qualitatively distinct pragmatic disorders 

may only be apparent via intensive investigation of single cases” (p. 102). Thus, in 

essence this research represents a series of seven single case comparisons.  

 Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, accuracy for each impliciture type for each 

participant with RHD was contrasted to the average accuracy of the control group using a 

modified t-test (Crawford & Howell, 1998). Bonferroni correction was applied because 

of the use of multiple t-tests11. The alpha level (.05) was divided by eight (the number of 

impliciture types) to yield a critical alpha level of .006 for Experiment 1.  

 Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, the accuracy for impliciture sentences 

(Experiment 1) was compared to the accuracy for implicitures with context (Experiment 

2) for the control group and each participant with RHD. The Fisher Exact Probability 

Test12 was used to determine whether there was a difference in accuracy between the two 

conditions. Bonferroni correction was applied again. In this case, the alpha level (.05) 

                                                 
11 Because all comparisons in this research were planned a priori, alpha correction was not absolutely 
necessary. This decision was made to guard against possible spurious effects.  
12 A Chi-square analysis could not be used because some cell frequencies were less than 5. 
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was divided by five (the number of impliciture types) to yield a critical alpha level of .01 

for Experiment 2.  

 Paired t-tests were conducted to determine whether the response times for the 

negating context were different from the response times for the facilitating context. These 

tests were conducted for the control group and for each of the participants with RHD 

individually (critical alpha = .05). Further paired t-tests were conducted to determine if 

there were differences among the five impliciture types within the control group and 

within each participant with RHD. Bonferroni correction was used in this case because 

multiple tests were used within each participant. The alpha level (.05) was divided by five 

(the number of impliciture types) to yield a critical alpha of .01.  
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RESULTS 
 
 
Control group 
 

Experiment 1. Accuracy measures were averaged across the participants in the 

control group. Results showed that accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 62 to 98% 

across impliciture types (see Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3: Experiment 1 accuracy for the control group. 
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Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 84 to 96% (see Figure 4). 

The control group performed significantly more accurately with context in three out of 

five categories of impliciture: hyperbole (p<.001), locative (p=.006), and quantitative 

(p=.005). There was no significant difference between context conditions for temporal 

(p=.476) or possessive (p=.125) implicitures. 
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Figure 4: Accuracy for impliciture with and without context for control group. 
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The control group took an average of 207.77 ms longer to respond in the negating 

than the facilitating context condition (see Figure 5). Differences in response times varied 

depending on impliciture type (see Table 7). Overall, response times for the negating 

context were significantly slower than response times for the facilitating context (t=-

4.217; p<.001). This resulted in a “facilitating faster than negating” (F<N) response time 

profile for the control group. Examination of individual impliciture types revealed that 

response times were significantly faster for facilitating than negating contexts for 

temporal, hyperbole, and quantitative, but not for locative, or possessive types (see Table 

7).   
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Figure 5: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for control group. 
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Table 7: Average response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating 

contexts for the control group.  

 
 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 746.10 674.64 -71.64 1.065 .289 
Possessive 471.09 462.61 -8.48 -.254 .800 
Temporal 612.49 936.99 324.50 -3.293 .001* 
Hyperbole 745.85 1059.93 314.08 -3.631 <.001* 
Quantitative 498.62 1038.98 540.36 -2.607 .010* 
* p<.01 
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Participant RHD1 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 0 to 83% across 

impliciture types (see Figure 6). When compared to the control group, participant RHD1 

performed significantly less accurately on four out of eight impliciture types: lexical, 

possessive, quantitative, and temporal. For the remaining impliciture types, RHD1 did 

not perform significantly differently from the control group (see Table 8).  

 
Figure 6: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD1 compared to controls. 
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Table 8: Statistical results for participant RHD1. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals  

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

.136 
-1.706 
-6.516 
-1.734 
-14.031 
-5.739 
-2.347 
-3.216 

.447 

.054 
<.001* 

.052 
<.001* 
<.001* 

.017 
.003* 

55.32% 
5.43% 

0% 
5.17% 

0% 
0% 

1.65% 
.29% 

Note: % normals below indicates the estimated percentage of the normal population 
falling below the individual’s score; * p<.006 
 

Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 65 to 100% (see Figure 7). 

RHD1 performed statistically more accurately with context in three out of five categories 

of impliciture: hyperbole (p<.001), possessive (p<.001), and quantitative (p<.001). There 

were no significant differences for temporal (p=.999) or locative (p=.029) implicitures.  

 
Figure 7: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD1. 
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Response times indicated that on average, RHD1 took 241.6 ms longer to respond 

in the negating as opposed to facilitating context condition (see Figure 8). Unlike the 

control group, the overall difference in response times was not significant (t=-1.981; 

p=.053), resulting in a “facilitating no different from negating” (F=N) response time 

profile. Further, the differences in response times amongst impliciture types were not 

significant (see Table 9). 

 

Figure 8: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD1. 
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Table 9: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD1.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 299.18 659.48 360.30 -1.347 .211 
Possessive 93.55 48.42 -45.13 .340 .741 
Temporal 392.46 517.26 124.80 -.692 .509 
Hyperbole 710.40 1025.16 314.76 -.774 .459 
Quantitative 312.71 757.38 444.67 -1.529 .161 
 
 
Participant RHD2 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 50 to 92% (see Figure 9). 

When compared to the control group, there were no statistically significant differences on 

any of the eight categories of impliciture (Table 10).  

 
Figure 9: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD2 compared to controls. 
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Table 10: Statistical results for participant RHD2. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

.575 
-.330 
-5.27 
-2.42 
-1.455 
.231 

-1.304 
-.978 

.287 

.373 

.303 

.406 

.083 

.410 

.106 

.172 

71.31% 
37.20% 
30.30% 
40.61% 
8.31% 

58.99% 
10.60% 
17.19% 

  
Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 60 to 85% (see Figure 10). 

Participant RHD2 did not perform significantly differently with context for any of the 

five types of impliciture: hyperbole (p=.119), locative (p=1.000), possessive (p=1.000), 

quantitative (p=.248), or temporal (p=.683).   

 
Figure 10: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD2. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, RHD2 took 182.16 ms longer 

to respond in the negating as opposed to facilitating context condition (see Figure 11). 

Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not significant (t=-

1.524; p=.134), resulting in an F=N response time profile. The differences in response 

times among impliciture types were not significant (see Table 11). 

 

Figure 11: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD2. 
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Table 11: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD2.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 788.28 506.61 -281.67 1.578 .149 
Possessive 364.33 779.65 415.32 -.936 .374 
Temporal 912.62 1210.41 297.79 -1.236 .248 
Hyperbole 643.70 680.81 37.12 -.333 .747 
Quantitative 186.57 628.83 442.26 -2.009 .075 
 
 
Participant RHD3 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 75 to 100% (see Figure 

12). When compared to the control group, there were no significant differences for any of 

the eight types of impliciture (see Table 12). 

 
Figure 12: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD3 compared to controls. 
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Table 12: Statistical results for participant RHD3. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

-.303 
.816 

-1.725 
.355 
.341 
1.724 
.782 
-.231 

.383 

.214 

.053 

.364 

.369 

.053 

.223 

.410 

38.31% 
78.65% 
5.26% 

63.63% 
63.12% 
94.74% 
77.69% 
41.01% 

 
Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 55 to 85% (see Figure 13). 

Participant RHD3 did not perform significantly differently with context for any of the 

five types of impliciture: hyperbole (p=.050), locative (p=.370), possessive (p=.271), 

quantitative (p=.029), or temporal (p=1.000).  

 
Figure 13: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD3. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, RHD3 took 1278.96 ms 

longer to respond in the negating as opposed to facilitating context condition (see Figure 

14). Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not significant 

(t=-1.946; p=.058), resulting in an F=N response time profile. Further, the differences in 

response times amongst impliciture types were not significant (see Table 13). Although 

the difference in response times was quite large, by looking at the individual items within 

each type one sees that the large amount of variability likely caused these effects to be 

nonsignificant. For example, the only category in which RHD3 had consistently greater 

RTs in negating than facilitating contexts was quantitative (10/10 comparisons), which 

approached significance. For the other types, RHD3 had longer RTs for the negating 

contexts for only 5-6 comparisons. 

 
Figure 14: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD3. 
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Table 13: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD3.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 1142.21 2831.30 1689.09 -.923 .380 
Possessive 943.24 3157.60 2214.36 -1.112 .298 
Temporal 1494.02 2879.03 1385.02 -1.101 .300 
Hyperbole 2580.73 1717.12 -863.61 .725 .487 
Quantitative 705.56 2734.24 2028.68 -2.861 .021 
 
 
Participant RHD4 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 75 to 100% (see Figure 

15). When compared to the control group, there was no significant difference for any of 

the eight categories of impliciture (see Table 14).  

 
Figure 15: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD4 compared to controls. 
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Table 14: Statistical results for participant RHD4. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

.575 

.358 

.671 

.654 

.341 

.231 
-.261 
-.231 

.287 

.363 

.256 

.262 

.369 

.410 

.399 

.410 

71.31% 
63.73% 
74.37% 
73.84% 
63.12% 
58.99% 
39.89% 
41.01% 

 
 Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 85 to 100% (see Figure 

16). Participant RHD4 did not perform significantly differently with context on any of the 

five categories of impliciture: hyperbole (p=.271), locative (p=1.000), possessive 

(p=1.000), quantitative (p=1.000), or temporal (p=1.000).  

 
Figure 16: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD4. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, participant RHD4 took 48.64 

ms longer to respond in the negating as opposed to facilitating context condition (see 

Figure 17). Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not 

significant (t=-.214; p=.831), resulting in an F=N response time profile. The differences 

in response times amongst impliciture types were not significant (see Table 15). 

 
Figure 17: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD4. 
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Table 15: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD4.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 1595.87 707.64 -888.23 1.338 .214 
Possessive 337.74 556.18 218.44 -1.092 .303 
Temporal 881.30 1592.45 711.15 -1.362 .206 
Hyperbole 850.39 1253.30 402.91 -1.002 .343 
Quantitative 1082.72 881.63 -201.09 .355 .731 
 
 
Participant RHD5 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 0 to 100% (see Figure 18). 

Participant RHD5 performed significantly less accurately for quantitative implicitures. 

There was no significant difference on the remaining categories (see Table 16).  

 
Figure 18: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD5 compared to controls. 
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Table 16: Statistical results for participant RHD5. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

.576 
-1.706 
.671 
.654 
.341 

-6.485 
.782 
.515 

.287 

.054 

.256 

.262 

.369 
<.001* 

.223 

.307 

71.31% 
5.43% 

74.37% 
73.84% 
63.12% 

0% 
77.69% 
69.29% 

    * p<.006  
 

 Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 80 to 100% (see Figure 

19). RHD5 performed significantly more accurately on two categories of impliciture: 

hyperbole (p<.001) and quantitative (p<.001). There was no significant difference for the 

remaining categories: locative (p=.274), possessive (p=1.000), or temporal (p=.271).   

 
Figure 19: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD5. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, participant RHD5 took 49.48 

ms longer to respond in the facilitating as opposed to negating context condition (see 

Figure 20). Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not 

significant (t=.084; p=.935), resulting in an F=N response time profile. The differences in 

response times amongst impliciture types were not significant (see Table 17). 

 
Figure 20: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD5. 
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Table 17: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD5.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 503.76 350.38 -153.39 .598 .565 
Possessive 215.90 208.72 -7.19 .084 .935 
Temporal 523.81 525.97 2.16 -.009 .993 
Hyperbole 851.54 873.14 21.60 .677 .517 
Quantitative 417.47 348.91 -68.56 .704 .499 
 
Participant RHD6 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 18 to 100% (see Figure 

21). Participant RHD6 performed significantly less accurately than controls on temporal 

implicitures. There was no significant difference on the remaining categories of 

impliciture (see Table 18). 

 
Figure 21: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD6 compared to controls. 
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Table 18: Statistical results for participant RHD6. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

1.014 
.816 
-.527 
-2.033 
-1.455 
1.724 
-2.347 
-6.948 

.163 

.214 

.303 

.030 

.083 

.053 

.017 
<.001* 

83.67% 
78.65% 
30.30% 
3.01% 
8.31% 

94.74% 
1.65% 

0% 
    * p<.006  

 
Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 65 to 95% (see Figure 22). 

RHD6 performed significantly better with context on temporal (p<.001) implicitures. 

There was no significant difference for the remaining categories: hyperbole (p=.370), 

locative (p=.066), possessive (p=1.000), or quantitative (p=.516). 

 
Figure 22: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD6. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, participant RHD6 took 25.26 

ms longer to respond in the facilitating as opposed to negating context condition (see 

Figure 23). Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not 

significant (t=.013; p=.990), resulting in an F=N response time profile. The differences in 

response times among impliciture types were not significant (see Table 19). 

 
Figure 23: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD6. 
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Table 19: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD6.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 1055.28 618.03 -437.25 1.650 .133 
Possessive 659.79 969.42 309.63 -.512 .621 
Temporal 745.42 609.13 -136.30 -.606 .560 
Hyperbole 924.66 1010.80 86.15 -.930 .379 
Quantitative 392.69 586.92 194.23 1.208 .258 
 
 
Participant RHD7 
 
 Experiment 1. Accuracy for Experiment 1 ranged from 50 to 100% (see Figure 

24). When compared to the control group, there was no significant difference for any of 

the eight categories of impliciture (see Table 20). 

 
Figure 24: Experiment 1 accuracy for participant RHD7 compared to controls. 
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Table 20: Statistical results for participant RHD7. 

 Experiment 1 
 t p % normals 

below 
Cardinal 
Hyperbole 
Lexical 
Locative 
Possessive 
Quantitative 
Reciprocal 
Temporal 

1.014 
-.330 
-1.725 
.355 
.341 
.978 
-.261 
.515 

.163 

.373 

.053 

.364 

.369 

.172 

.399 

.307 

83.67% 
37.29% 
5.26% 

63.63% 
63.12% 
82.81% 
39.89% 
69.29% 

 
 Experiment 2. Accuracy for Experiment 2 ranged from 55 to 85% (see Figure 25). 

There was no significant difference for any of the five categories of impliciture: 

hyperbole (p=1.000), locative (p=.212), possessive (p=.274), quantitative (p=.103), or 

temporal (p=.061). 

 
Figure 25: Accuracy for impliciture types with and without context for RHD7. 
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The response time profile indicated that on average, participant RHD7 took 32.67 

ms longer to respond in the negating as opposed to facilitating context condition (see 

Figure 26). Unlike the control group, the overall difference in response times was not 

significant (t=-.142; p=.888), resulting in an F=N response time profile. The differences 

in response times amongst impliciture types were not significant (see Table 21). 

 
Figure 26: Response times for facilitating and negating contexts for RHD7. 
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Table 21: Response times and difference scores for facilitating and negating contexts for 

RHD7.  

 Facilitating Negating Difference t p 
Locative 1348.24 1210.02 -138.22 .377 .715 
Possessive 1123.07 1261.15 138.08 -.262 .800 
Temporal 1726.37 2060.25 333.88 -.512 .621 
Hyperbole 2571.86 1523.15 -1048.71 3.072 .013 
Quantitative 1464.51 2342.83 878.32 -1.695 .124 
 
 
Summary 
 
 Experiment 1. Participants RHD1, RHD5, & RHD6 were significantly less 

accurate in impliciture comprehension without context when compared to the control 

group (see Table 22). The results were significant for different types of impliciture; 

RHD1 had a deficit in temporal, possessive, quantitative, and lexical implicitures, RHD5 

in quantitative implicitures, and RHD6 in temporal implicitures. Participants RHD2, 

RHD3, RHD4, and RHD7 did not demonstrate deficits in impliciture comprehension 

without context.  

 
Table 22: Summary of Experiment 1 results. "X" indicates that the RHD participant was 

significantly less accurate than the control group for impliciture type. 

 RHD1 RHD2 RHD3 RHD4 RHD5 RHD6 RHD7 
Locative        
Temporal X     X  
Possessive X       
Hyperbole        
Reciprocal        
Cardinal        
Quantitative X    X   
Lexical X       
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 Experiment 2. The control group as a whole demonstrated a significant increase in 

accuracy with context for three impliciture types: locative, hyperbole, and quantitative 

(see Table 23). Similarly, participants RHD1, RHD5, and RHD6 demonstrated increased 

accuracy with context. Participant RHD1 improved on possessive, hyperbole, and 

quantitative implicitures, RHD5 improved on hyperbole and quantitative implicitures, 

and RHD6 improved on temporal implicitures. Participants RHD2, RHD3, RHD4, and 

RHD7 did not significantly improve with context.  

 
Table 23: Summary of Experiment 2 results. "X" indicates that performance was 

significantly more accurate with context than without. 

 Control RHD1 RHD2 RHD3 RHD4 RHD5 RHD6 RHD7 
Locative X        
Temporal       X  
Possessive  X       
Hyperbole X X    X   
Reciprocal         
Cardinal         
Quantitative X X    X   
Lexical         
 

 For the response time analysis, the control group was significantly slower in the 

negating context condition compared to the facilitating context condition (F<N profile). 

In addition, the differences in response times were significant for three of the five types 

of impliciture: temporal, hyperbole, and quantitative. In contrast, participants with RHD 

did not demonstrate a difference in response times for the negating versus facilitating 

contexts. This resulted in an F=N response time profile for each participant.  
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DISCUSSION 
 

Three of the seven participants with RHD demonstrated a reduced ability to 

process impliciture sentences. Although there was no pervasive deficit either across or 

within participants, some interesting observations emerged. To begin, participants with 

RHD had different response time profiles than controls and demonstrated difficulty 

taking advantage of context to negate implicitures. These observations suggest that the 

right hemisphere contributes to the normal processing of implicitures, even though lesion 

location and size did not appear to relate meaningfully to performance. In the discussion 

that follows, these results are considered within the framework of each research question. 

A critique of the method and clinical implications of the research are also presented.  

 
Research Question 1: Are Participants with RHD Less Accurate than Controls without 

Context? 

The premise of the first research question was that if participants with RHD were 

significantly less accurate than controls – that is, if they more often chose the minimal 

interpretation of implicitures – there would be evidence for the “literal-mindedness” often 

observed after RHD. In other words, they might enrich the sentence only to the point of 

making a complete proposition, but not enough to encompass the speaker’s meaning. 

However, the results were mixed, in that only about half of the participants with RHD 

showed evidence of being more “literal” than controls.  

These results are surprising because the right hemisphere is thought to be 

involved in pragmatic processing. Thus, damage to the right hemisphere should result in 
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impaired pragmatics (see Paradis, 1998 for a review), which in this study would be 

expressed as less accurate impliciture comprehension. However, because it is unknown 

which areas of the right hemisphere are involved in pragmatic processing, the only lesion 

criterion for this study was that the lesion should be within the territory of the right MCA. 

With such a broad criterion, some variation in lesion location was evident. For example, 

three participants had a large lesion involving frontal, temporal, and parietal areas; one 

participant had multiple lesions in the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes, as well as the 

insula; and one participant had a primarily frontal lesion. It could be the case that areas 

involved in pragmatic processing were damaged in only a subset of the participants.  

Although there is one argument in pragmatic theory that impliciture is mostly a 

pragmatic phenomenon, there is a counterargument that impliciture interpretation (at least 

for some types) may be mostly driven by the syntactic form or semantic content of the 

sentences. Following that argument, individuals with RHD should perform similarly to 

controls, because the left (language-dominant) hemisphere is intact. Thus, if impliciture 

interpretations are driven mostly by linguistic factors, damage to the left hemisphere 

should result in poor performance on impliciture processing. Additionally, the role of the 

right hemisphere may be to contribute processing resources (such as attention) to the 

language abilities of the left hemispheres (Monetta & Joanette, 2003). As such, the 

cerebral hemispheres may work together for normal impliciture comprehension. 

Impliciture comprehension in aphasia should be examined for a more complete picture of 

the contribution of the left hemisphere.  
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A particularly surprising result was that participants with RHD did not differ in 

accuracy from control participants for the hyperbole implicitures. Hyperbole sentences, 

as compared to the other impliciture types, depend most clearly on the speaker’s intention 

(and hence rely heavily on pragmatics). However, reduced performance in the 

participants with RHD could not be detected because the control group was highly 

variable (range 0-100%) on this type of impliciture. In fact, even those participants who 

received 0% on hyperbole comprehension were not significantly less accurate than 

controls. Anecdotally, one control participant stated that he was a “very literal person” 

and that he always takes people at their word. So, when someone says “nothing,” as in 

the hyperbole sentences, he interpreted that to mean “nothing at all.” He said that 

anything else amounted to not believing what someone said. Research is needed to 

determine why control participants interpreted hyperbole so differently from one another. 

Factors such as education may play a role, although each of the control participants had 

very similar IQs (years of education being part of the IQ regression equation). When 

education was examined separately, years of education ranged from 12-18 years (mean 

14.34). The two individuals with the greatest amount of education (18 years) performed 

poorly on hyperbole interpretation, one scoring 50% and the other scoring 0%.  

An assumption of this research was that if a participant with RHD performed 

poorly on the screening measures for indirect requests and sarcasm, they should most 

likely show a similar difficulty with impliciture interpretation. This is because indirect 

requests and sarcasm, like impliciture, are pragmatic in nature because the speaker’s 

intention must be known to fully comprehend the meaning. This relationship was difficult 
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to evaluate because the indirect request measure was unable to be tested statistically13. 

Nevertheless, some general conclusions can be drawn. First, the three participants who 

were less accurate in impliciture comprehension also had a deficit in sarcasm and/or 

indirection. Second, only one of the four participants who performed similarly to controls 

for impliciture comprehension received a perfect score on screening measures for both 

indirection and sarcasm. Third, the three participants who did not show any difference in 

impliciture comprehension compared to controls did show a deficit in at least one of the 

screening measures. In other words, participants with a deficit in sarcasm and/or 

indirection were not necessarily less accurate in impliciture comprehension. Taken 

together, these observations suggest that the sarcasm and indirect request screening 

measures were not indicative of performance on the experimental task.  

 
Research Question 2: Will Context Affect Impliciture Processing in Participants with 

RHD? 

The statistical results indicated that three of the seven participants with RHD were 

able to use context to improve their ability to interpret implicitures. Nevertheless, closer 

examination revealed that this might be an exaggeration of their ability to use context to 

understand implicitures. For example, if a participant chose the minimal meaning 100% 

of the time in Experiment 1, he would have performed at 0% (0/12) accuracy. However, 

if he chose the minimal meaning 100% of the time in Experiment 2, he would have 

achieved 50% accuracy (0/10 facilitating, 10/10 negating). In fact, an item analysis 
                                                 
13 There was zero variance in the control population, which prohibits comparison between groups. 
However, a significant difference can be supposed if one question was answered incorrectly because only 
one question incorrect resulted in a significant difference from the control group on the sarcasm measure. 
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showed that each participant with RHD had difficulty negating the impliciture for at least 

one impliciture type (see Table 24). Thus, it appears that they often showed a 

commitment to the impliciture that was difficult to cancel. For those participants who 

demonstrated difficulty facilitating the impliciture, it was always despite the fact that they 

preferred the impliciture in the without-context condition. This suggests that even when 

they had a “default” interpretation of implicitures similar to controls, context was not 

beneficial in helping them to maintain the correct interpretation of the impliciture. 

 
Table 24: Use of context by participant. Numerals in cells indicate the number of 

impliciture types (out of five).  

 Difficulty Facilitating Difficulty Negating Strong use of Context 
RHD1 2 1 2 
RHD2 0 3 2 
RHD3 0 4 1 
RHD4 0 1 4 
RHD5 1 2 2 
RHD6 1 2 2 
RHD7 1 3 1 
Totals: 5 16 14 
 

 Individuals with RHD are typically described as having difficulty using context to 

comprehend the meaning of spoken or written discourse (Myers, 1999). However, recent 

research has shown that this claim is simplistic. For example, individuals with RHD have 

been shown to be as accurate as matched controls in their ability to use context for such 

information as resolving ambiguous pronouns (Leonard, Waters, & Caplan, 1997). 

Leonard and Baum (2005) noted that the ability of such individuals to use context to 

resolve ambiguities is preserved even with increased processing demands, such as 
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increased speech rate. Tompkins, Bloise, Timko, & Baumgaertner (1994) showed that 

individuals with RHD were able to use contextual information to revise their initial 

interpretations of passages under certain conditions. In the condition with the highest 

processing demands (making inferences about the attitudes of characters), performance 

for the RHD group was correlated to their performance on a working memory measure. 

This suggests that a deficit in using contextual information can be elicited in the RHD 

population, but likely only under highly demanding conditions. 

Whereas the true nature of the cognitive resources necessary for the current 

research is unknown, care was taken to reduce working memory demands. Speech rate 

was controlled so that it would not place undue processing demands on the participants 

with RHD, and stories were constructed to be short in length, ranging from 32 to 55 

words. Even so, participants with RHD showed a reduced compliance to context, as 

shown by their difficulty negating the impliciture.   

 
Research Question 3: Do Participants with RHD Demonstrate Different Response Time 

Profiles? 

Response time profiles indicated that each participant with RHD had an F=N 

profile, meaning that there were no significant differences in their response times in the 

facilitating versus negating context conditions. This is different from the F<N response 

time profile obtained by the healthy participants in this research and those in the study by 

Garrett & Harnish (2007). These healthy participants took longer in to make a decision in 

the negating as opposed to facilitating contexts, suggesting that the impliciture 

interpretation was more accessible. Participants with RHD had no such bias, however, so 
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their response time profiles suggest that they have neither interpretation more accessible. 

That means that the context should drive their interpretation of the impliciture. Normally, 

this “extra” reliance on context would still result in a correct interpretation. However, if 

the ability to use context is reduced, it would likely result in errors of interpretation. 

These results must be evaluated with caution, however, because they might also be due to 

issues related to statistical power. For each participant with RHD, there were 20 stimuli, 

which resulted in 10 comparisons; however, in the control group, there were 160 

comparisons.  

 
Critique of the Method 
 
 This was the first systematic study of impliciture processing after RHD. 

Examination of the strengths and weaknesses of this research may provide guidance for 

the design of future research.  

 Study strengths. This was the first study to examine impliciture comprehension 

with context in individuals with RHD. The results add to the literature showing that 

individuals with RHD have difficulty using context to determine the intention of the 

speaker. In this case, they showed rigidity in failing to change their interpretation of the 

impliciture when context was designed to negate the impliciture. This effect was noted 

despite the attempt to reduce processing demands.  

 One factor designed to increase generalizability of the results was that the 

experimental tasks were designed to be as similar as possible to conversational 

interaction. Participants listened (rather than read) the sentences and stories, and 

responded verbally (rather than pressing a button or key). This was intended to mimic 
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conversational turn-taking. Responding verbally also reduced working memory demands 

because participants did not have to remember which button corresponded with a given 

answer choice. Further, this method allowed the inclusion of individuals with left visual 

neglect.  

 The presence of left neglect is often considered a poor prognostic indicator for 

regaining functional independence after RHD (Denes, Semenza, Stoppa, & Lis, 1982; 

Henley, Pettit, Todd-Pokropek, & Tupper, 1985; Kinsella and Ford, 1980; Kinsella, 

Olver, Ng, Packer, & Stark, 1993). Left neglect is an attentional impairment (see Posner 

& Peterson, 1990), and thus is disruptive at a number of levels of cognition. As such, it 

might be expected that the presence of left neglect would predict poor overall 

performance. Interestingly, this was not necessarily the case in the participants with RHD 

in this study. Two participants, RHD1 and RHD3, had left visual neglect. RHD1 was 

moderately impaired as measured by the MIRBI-2, and was less accurate on more 

categories of impliciture than the other participants. He fits the profile of an individual 

with neglect and poor performance on other cognitive measures. Participant RHD3 was 

moderately-severely impaired on the MIRBI-2, but was not significantly less accurate 

than controls on the experimental measures. Thus, there was no clear contribution of a 

diagnosis of left neglect on performance on the screening or experimental measures14.   

The stimuli were carefully constructed so as to be easily understood by the 

participants. A male speaker was used so that individuals with some evidence of 

                                                 
14 However, both of these individuals were living in assisted/skilled nursing facilities at the time of testing. 
This underscores the point that the presence of neglect reduces the likelihood of independent functioning, 
although it may not globally affect cognitive functioning.  
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presbycusis were better able to hear and understand the stimuli15, as lower frequencies 

are typically preserved in age-related hearing loss (Martin & Clark, 2000). Participants 

were also able to control the sound pressure level of the stimuli throughout the 

experimental sessions. Speech rate was carefully controlled within the range most easily 

understood by participants with various types of acquired brain damage (Brookshire & 

Nicholas, 1993).  

Finally, this study also included a closer look at the areas of damaged brain tissue, 

with lesions drawn on MRIcro templates (Rorden & Brett, 2000) for inter-participant 

comparisons. There is often a dearth of relevant lesion information in the right 

hemisphere literature, and more systematic reporting of available lesion characteristics 

might be informative. Although the aim of this study was not to correlate brain lesions 

with deficits in task performance, some broad generalizations can be made based upon 

certain neuropsychological principles. For example, each of the participants had lesions 

in the right MCA territory, and each had an anterior component. It might be expected, 

then, that each of the participants would show similar impairments. However, participants 

varied in their performance on the screening measures (e.g., only two had left visual 

neglect), and they ranged from mildly to moderately-severely impaired on the MIRBI-2. 

Regarding impliciture performance, three participants showed reduced accuracy in 

impliciture comprehension without context, whereas four participants had intact 

                                                 
15 Hearing was screened using a speech recognition paradigm, rather than a pure tone threshold to be more 
similar to the experimental task. In addition, the speech recognition task was for single words, rather than 
words in context. Single words are more difficult than words in context, and should have been an 
overestimate of the hearing difficulty of the participants. 
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abilities16. Participants also varied in the strength of their ability to use context. This is in 

support of the notion that similar lesions in the right hemisphere can result in very 

different impairments (Tompkins, 1995). A second principle, that larger lesions generally 

mean greater impairment, did not seem to be the case with these participants. For 

example, RHD2 had a large lesion and yet did not demonstrate less accurate impliciture 

comprehension; in addition, she was functioning well at home and was seeking volunteer 

opportunities. 

Study limitations. Experiment 2 averaged approximately 55 minutes, and even 

with breaks, some participants reported fatigue. The original logic was that participants 

should be able to attend to the task for an hour-long session because treatment sessions 

are generally of that length. However, the experiment was different in that it was 

repetitive, without the variety inherent in treatment sessions, and there was very little 

interaction with the experimenter or opportunity to reinforce the participants’ 

performance.  

A second limitation was that some of the stories were very similar between the 

facilitating and negating contexts. On occasion, the contexts varied by only one word. 

Some control participants commented that they thought the story was occurring for the 

second time, and so repeated their first answer without attending to the entire context. 

They stated that they thought the examiner was testing their consistency or memory. If 

some of the stories had not been so similar, participants may have adhered to context 

                                                 
16 The participants with reduced impliciture performance ranged in severity from mild-moderate to 
moderate-severe on the MIRBI-2, and participants with a mild severity rating were unimpaired in 
impliciture processing. 
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more consistently. An additional method for dealing with this difficulty would be to use a 

between-subjects design where half of the participants heard one story context, and the 

second half heard the other context.  

One difficulty with data analysis was in calculation of response times. Some 

participants, mostly in the control group, occasionally responded before the question and 

answer choices were completed. This occurred most often near the end of the experiment. 

Even though the order of the answer choices varied, some participants learned which 

pairs of responses were most likely, and so were able to anticipate the question and 

formulate an answer based on the story context. It is difficult to know at what point each 

participant began to anticipate question and answer choices. One way to compensate for 

this is to begin the response time calculations at the end of the impliciture sentence, and 

end at the beginning of the participants’ response.  

An additional limitation was that the software used for lesion analysis was unable 

to accurately calculate lesion volume. Because the lesions were taken from clinical scans, 

there were not enough images for MRIcro to calculate lesion volume. Interpolation 

between the scans in which lesions were drawn was not a valid option because at least 

one participant had multiple lesions within the right hemisphere. In other words, there 

would be no way to know which lesions were connected and which were not.  

Finally, because the stimuli in this experiment were spoken, the impact of the 

prosodic contours of the impliciture sentences must be taken into account. In the first 

experiment, care was taken that no particular word in each impliciture sentence was 

spoken with increased linguistic stress (i.e., “neutral” prosody). In the second experiment, 
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linguistic stress for impliciture sentences was almost always the same as Experiment 1 

(neutral), but occasionally varied to be consistent with the contextual cues. For example, 

in the context that negated the enriched interpretation of “I have had dessert,” the word 

have was stressed (as indicated by Praat as an increase in fundamental frequency, 

intensity, and duration) to be consistent with the meaning that the character had had 

dessert once in his life. Because some research (Bryan, 1989, Emmorey, 1987) has shown 

that individuals with RHD have impairments in comprehension of “linguistic” prosody, 

the possibility exists that participants with RHD may have been at a disadvantage for 

impliciture comprehension in this research. Strauss and Orjada (submitted) found that by 

changing the linguistic stress of particular words in impliciture sentences, the meaning 

was significantly changed for possessive, reciprocal, and quantitative implicitures in 

young, healthy adults. Thus, if the participants with RHD in the current research had 

deficits in comprehension of prosody, they may have been at a disadvantage for 

possessive and quantitative types in the with-context condition, where linguistic stress 

occasionally varied (reciprocals were not included in the with-context condition). 

However, acoustic analysis of these sentences revealed that only one quantitative 

sentence had a difference in linguistic stress, and only in the domain of duration (an 

increase of approximately 50 ms in the stressed condition). There were no differences for 

any of the other quantitative or possessive sentence pairs.  A more systematic study of the 

role of prosody in comprehension of impliciture sentences with and without context in 

individuals with RHD is warranted to clarify how factors such as contextual and prosodic 

cues interact in their contributions to impliciture comprehension.   
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Clinical Implications 

 Many speech-language pathologists are aware that individuals with RHD have 

difficulty with figurative (“non-literal”) language, wherein one says something and 

means something else. Speech-language pathologists occasionally target figurative 

language comprehension in treatment, and may direct conversation partners to reduce 

their use of non-literal language when speaking to someone with RHD. Most people, 

speech-language pathologists included, may not recognize that there is also room for 

misinterpretation of impliciture sentences. Because some of the present participants with 

RHD were less accurate than matched controls in impliciture comprehension, speech-

language pathologists should be aware that this population might have difficulty with 

these types of sentences. Misinterpretation (or even slow processing) of implicitures may 

affect interpersonal interactions because the individual with RHD might not respond 

appropriately to their conversational partner’s intention.  

It is unclear which individuals with RHD are more likely to have difficulty with 

implicitures, or what types of cues might improve their comprehension. Further research 

is needed to determine which individuals with RHD show such deficits, how impliciture 

comprehension is best assessed, and how an impliciture impairment might be managed. It 

may be important to more systematically examine the impact of an impliciture 

impairment before developing assessment and treatment techniques for this language 

construct. It may be that difficulty in impliciture processing is simply representative of 

the difficulty individuals with RHD have with understanding a speaker’s intention, and 
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thus do not require separate treatment. More research is needed to determine underlying 

mechanisms for the types of pragmatic impairments evident in the population of 

individuals with RHD.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX B 
 

INDIRECTION SCREENING 
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INDIRECTION (in the context of testing – functional assessment) 
 

1. Can you close the door? 

2. Will you sit here? 

3. Will you pass me the pen? 

4. Can you turn on the speaker? 

5. Can you put your headphones on? 

6. Can you take your headphones off? 

7. Will you pass me the water? 

8. Can you hold out your hand? 

9. Can you close your eyes? 

10. Will you pass me the paper? 
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APPENDIX C 
 

SARCASM SCREENING 
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SARCASM 
 
1. That’s a great dress. 

Literal context: Carol and June were shopping for cocktail dresses. They had not been 

able to find anything they liked. They stopped at one last store. Carol tried on a pretty 

black dress, and when she came out of the dressing room, June said, “That’s a great 

dress.” (48) 

What did June mean? 

a. The dress was beautiful. 

b. The dress was ugly. 

 

Sarcastic context: Pam and her friend Sheri were sitting at an outdoor café in Miami. 

They were talking and watching the people walking by. Some of the people were wearing 

some strange clothing. Pam saw a woman wearing a horrible dress, so she said to Sheri, 

“That’s a great dress.” (49) 

What did Pam mean? 

c. The dress was beautiful. 

d. The dress was ugly.  

 

2. He must be a genius. 

Literal context: Betty was bragging about her grandchildren to one of her friends. She 

said, “My grandson Joe just graduated first in his class at Harvard, and he’s planning to 

be a chemist. He must be a genius.” (38) 
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What did Betty mean? 

a. He is very smart. 

b. He is not smart. 

 

Sarcastic context: Jill and Amy were discussing celebrity gossip at work. Jill told Amy 

about an actor who had recently made some unintelligent remarks in a television 

interview. Amy said, “Yeah, he does say some stupid things. He must be a genius.” (40) 

What did Jill mean? 

a. The actor is very smart. 

b. The actor is not smart.  

 

3. What an exciting football game. 

Literal context: Jason and Kevin went to see a Detroit Lions football game. The Lions 

were playing poorly, so Jason and Kevin expected to be disappointed. To their surprise, 

the Lions scored the winning touchdown. As they were leaving, Jason said, “What an 

exciting football game.” (47) 

What did Jason mean? 

e. The game was exciting. 

f. The game was not exciting. 
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Sarcastic context: Robin and Jim won tickets to the All-Star football game in Hawaii. 

They didn’t have a very good time. As expected, the NFC beat the AFC in a blowout: 37-

7. As they left the stadium, Robin said, “What an exciting football game.” (46) 

What did Robin mean? 

a. The game was exciting. 

b. The game was not exciting. 

 

4. What a perfect day for a picnic. 

Literal context: Kathy planned a picnic for the annual family reunion. However, her 

relatives complained that the weather was too unpredictable. On the day of the reunion, 

the sun was shining and there wasn’t a cloud in the sky. Kathy overheard her cousin say, 

“What a perfect day for a picnic.” (50) 

What did the cousin mean? 

g. The weather was nice for a picnic. 

h. The weather was poor for a picnic. 

 

Sarcastic context: Michelle planned a picnic for the new graduate students coming to the 

university. When the new students began to arrive, the sky darkened and it began to rain. 

After Michelle introduced herself to the crowd huddled under the gazebo, she said, 

“What a perfect day for a picnic.” (48) 

What did Michelle mean? 

a. The weather was nice for a picnic. 
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b. The weather was poor for a picnic. 

 

5. It was a great trip. 

Literal context: Josh went on a week-long trip to Hawaii. He relaxed by the ocean, went 

scuba diving, and learned how to surf. He was glad to have a break from work. When he 

got back, his co-workers asked him how the trip went. Josh said, “Oh, it was a great trip.” 

(52) 

What did Josh mean? 

a. The trip was nice. 

b. The trip was awful. 

 

Sarcastic context: Sarah went on a trip to Florida. She had a lot of problems. Her flight 

was delayed, she got caught in a storm, she got lost, and the airline lost her luggage. 

When she got back, her co-workers asked her how the trip went. Sarah said, “Oh, it was a 

great trip.” (53) 

What did Sarah mean? 

a. The trip was nice. 

b. The trip was awful. 

 

6. That’s a big dog. 
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Literal context: Niki adopted a Great Dane named Clyde. Niki lived in an apartment, so 

she had to take him to the park to get exercise. As they entered the park, she heard other 

dog owners comment, “That’s a big dog.” (39) 

What did the dog owners mean? 

a. Niki’s dog was very large. 

b. Niki’s dog was small. 

 

Sarcastic context: Lisa took her dogs to the park to play. After playing catch with the 

dogs, she sat on a bench next to a woman holding a Chihuahua in her lap. Lisa smiled and 

said to the woman, “That’s a big dog.” (41) 

What did Lisa mean? 

a. The dog was very large. 

b. The dog was small. 

 

7. How unselfish you are! 

Literal context: Amy’s friend Wendy invited her to a concert. Amy said she would go, 

even though she had a lot of work to do. She didn’t want Wendy to go to the concert 

alone. When Amy told her mother about it, her mother said, “How unselfish you are!” 

(47) 

What did Amy’s mother mean? 

a. Amy was considerate of her friend. 

b. Amy was very selfish. 
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Sarcastic context: Jeremy was starving when he woke up in the middle of the night. He 

ate his roommate John’s last piece of pizza. When John packed his lunch the next 

morning, the pizza was gone. Jeremy admitted he ate the pizza, and John said, “How 

unselfish you are!” (48) 

What did John mean? 

a. Jeremy was considerate of John. 

b. Jeremy was very selfish. 

 

8. You’ve been a great help. 

Literal context: James didn’t understand his homework. With only a week before finals, 

he went to see his professor. The professor answered his questions and gave him study 

tips. As James was leaving, the professor said, “I hope I helped.” James replied, “You’ve 

been a great help.” (47)  

What did James mean? 

a. The professor was helpful. 

b. The professor was not helpful. 

 

Sarcastic context: Gina asked her friend Jeremy to help her paint her living room. When 

they were almost finished, Jeremy accidentally spilled paint all over the carpet. After they 

cleaned up the mess Jeremy said, “Maybe I should leave now.” Gina replied, “Yeah. 

You’ve been a great help.” (46) 
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What did Gina mean? 

a. Jeremy was helpful. 

b. Jeremy was not helpful. 

 

9. What a pleasant man. 

Literal context: Christine was visiting Boston for the first time. She was trying to figure 

out the subway system. She was confused, so she asked a man to help her. He helped her 

determine which train she should get on, smiled, and wished her luck. As he walked 

away, Christine thought, “What a pleasant man.” (54) 

What did Christine mean? 

a. He was a nice man. 

b. He was not a nice man. 

 

Sarcastic context: Valerie was a masseuse. She had a new client for the day, and he 

turned out to be very grumpy. He was mean to the receptionist and complained the whole 

time. Even after his massage, he was still in a bad mood. As he was leaving, Valerie 

thought to herself, “What a pleasant man.” (54) 

What did Valerie mean? 

a. He was a nice man. 

b. He was not a nice man. 

 

10. What a lovely dinner! 
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Literal context: Hannah and her husband Paul went to dinner with their closest friends. 

They went to a new restaurant and enjoyed an excellent meal. After dessert, Hannah and 

Paul walked to their car. Hannah said to Paul, “What a lovely dinner!” (40) 

What did Hannah mean? 

a. Dinner was fun. 

b. Dinner was unpleasant. 

 

Sarcastic context: Lucy went to dinner with her co-workers and their spouses. The 

evening started well, but then her co-workers started to complain about work. Everyone 

got upset. As they left, Lucy said to her husband, “What a lovely dinner!” (39) 

What did Lucy mean? 

a. Dinner was fun. 

b. Dinner was unpleasant. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

IMPLICITURE STIMULI WITHOUT CONTEXT 
 

SEGMENTED WITH WORD COUNT AND RATE 
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Practice Sentences # words time (s) wpm 

I| have| no|thing| to| drink| for| the| toast. 9 4.2 129
It| feels| very| humid. 4 1.8 133
She| patted| a| cheek. 4 1.9 126
I| over|slept. 3 1.3 138
It's| a| beautiful| after|noon. 5 2.3 130

Average: 5 2.3 131
Range: 3 to 9 1.3 to 4.2 126 to 138

 
 

Sentences # words time (s) wpm 
 “It’s| a| really| dark| night” 5 2.3 130
 “He| talked| to| a| woman” 5 2.3 130
 “I’ve| set| the| table” 4 1.9 126
 “Julie| went| to| the| board| and| wrote” 7 3.1 135
 “I| have| no|thing| to| watch” 6 2.8 129
 “I’ve| had| my| after| dinner| mint” 6 2.8 129
 “You| must| be| sixty| to| live| in| the| retirement| park” 10 4.5 133
 “John| and| Madeline| are| married” 5 2.4 125
 “I| have| ten| new| clients” 5 2.2 136
 “He| must| be| six| years| old| to| play| tee|-ball” 10 4.2 143
 “I| have| no|thing| to| think| about” 7 3.2 131
 “No|body| knows| the| answer” 5 2.3 130
 “Some| people| skipped| the| conference” 5 2.3 130
 “Ann| and| Becky| went| to| Hawaii” 6 2.5 144
 “You| must| be| twenty|-five| years| old| to| rent| a| car” 11 4.6 143
 “I| have| no|thing| in| the| dish|washer” 8 3.6 133
 “Millicent| lifted| a| finger” 4 1.8 133
 “It’s| very| sunny| today” 4 1.9 126
 “The| girl| raised| a| hand”  5 2.1 143
 “I’ve| watered| the| plants” 4 1.9 126
 “She| entered| a| house” 4 1.9 126
 “Chuck| and| Jen| dated” 4 1.9 126
 “It’s| a| tall| building” 4 1.9 126
 “It’s| raining” 2 0.9 133
 “I’ve| put| on| the| steaks” 5 2.4 125
 “I’ve| had| breakfast” 3 1.3 138
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 “Ken| and| Bruce| wrestled” 4 1.7 141
 “Ralph| has| two| rakes” 4 1.9 126
 “Michelle| and| Elaine| wrote| their| doctoral| 
dissertations” 7 3.2 131
 “George| walked| to| the| sink| and| washed” 7 3.1 135
 “John| has| four| cars” 4 1.8 133
 “Every|one| wore| a| costume| on| Halloween” 7 3.2 131
 “Nathan| and| Tim| went| swimming” 5 2.2 136
 “Some| stores| have| nice| clothing” 5 2.4 125
 “He| talked| on| a| phone” 5 2.1 143
 “No|body| lives| for|ever” 5 2.2 136
 “Some| of| the| horses| jumped| the| fence” 7 3 140
 “I| have| no|thing| to| wear” 6 2.7 133
 “John| cut| a| finger” 4 1.7 141
 “He| dribbled| to| the| basket| and| jumped” 7 3 140
 “Kris| and| Rozan| have| children” 5 2.4 125
 “Brad| and| Anne| saw| their| patients| this| morning” 8 3.5 137
 “It’s| windy| today” 3 1.4 129
 “I| have| no|thing| to| do” 6 2.5 144
“There’s| water| in| the| ocean” 5 2.2 136
 “It’s| a| clear| day” 4 1.8 133
 “You’re| not| going| to| win| the| Boston| Marathon” 8 3.5 137
 “He| needed| six| people” 4 1.8 133
 “You| must| swim| ten| laps| to| join| the| team” 9 4 135
 “I’ve| had| a| coffee| break” 5 2.2 136
 “There’s| beer| on| the| floor”  5 2.4 125
 “I’ve| had| a| helicopter| ride” 5 2.4 125
 “The| new| house| has| three| bed|rooms” 7 3.2 131
 “Dan| and| Greg| shaved| this| morning” 6 2.8 129
 “It’s| my| birth|day” 4 1.9 126
 “It’s| dusty| and| smelly” 4 1.9 126
 “She| drove| a| tractor” 4 1.9 126
 “I| have| no|thing| to| eat” 6 2.5 144
 “Some| of| the| books| have| pictures” 6 2.8 129
 “I’ve| had| valley| fever” 4 1.9 126
 “Joan| and| Mike| went| for| a| walk”  7 3 140
 “I| have| no|thing| to| wake| up| for” 8 3.5 137
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 “I’ve| had| some| dinner” 4 1.9 126
 “Susan| moved| one| toe” 4 1.9 126
 “Carol| and| Mae| watched| the| movie” 6 2.7 133
 “I’ve| washed| the| dishes” 4 1.9 126
 “She| typed| on| a| computer” 5 2.3 130
 “Amanda| and| Katie| took| their| final| exam| in| math” 9 3.9 138
 “I’ve| had| kidney| stones” 4 1.7 141
 “You| must| spend| fifty| dollars| to| use| this| coupon” 9 4.1 132
 “I’ve| had| my| dessert” 4 1.9 126
 “We| scored| three| goals” 4 1.7 141
 “There’s| food| on| the| table” 5 2.2 136
 “You| must| be| forty|-eight| inches| tall| to| ride”  9 3.9 138
 “I| have| no|thing| scheduled| to| record| tonight” 8 3.6 133
 “Jack| is| giving| five| lectures” 5 2.4 125
 “You’re| not| going| to| cry”  5 2.2 136
 “I| had| a| late| lunch” 5 2.4 125
 “You’re| not| going| to| die” 5 2.4 125
 “There’s| beer| in| the| fridge”  5 2.2 136
 “It’s| delicious” 2 0.9 133
 “There| are| books| on| the| shelf” 6 2.7 133
 “It’s| ringing” 2 0.9 133
 “It’s| far| away” 3 1.4 129
 “I| had| an| early| supper” 5 2.1 143
 “You’re| not| going| to| drown” 5 2.3 130
 “Some| of| the| students| stayed| awake” 6 2.7 133
 “Some| elephants| have| trunks”  4 1.8 133
 “Mabel| broke| a| leg” 4 1.7 141
 “Paula| waved| an| arm” 4 1.9 126
 “Every|one| is| coming| to| my| party” 7 3.3 127
 “I| have| no|thing| on| my| answering| machine” 8 3.8 126
 “She| walked| over| to| the| new| pool| and| looked” 9 4.1 132
 “I| have| no|thing| to| listen| to”  7 3 140
 “Lindsie| and| Jenna| fought” 4 1.9 126
 “I’ve| had| a| happy| marriage” 5 2.2 136
 “Jane| has| three| children”  4 1.8 133
 “The| cat| twitched| an| ear” 5 2.2 136
 “No|body| washed| the| dishes” 5 2.3 130
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 “Angie| has| completed| two| research| projects”  6 2.8 129
 “I| have| no|thing| moved| into| the| new| house”  9 3.8 142
 “I| have| no|thing| to| sing” 6 2.5 144
 “The| cow|boy| twirled| a| rope”  6 2.7 133
 “Every|body| sleeps” 3 1.3 138
 “John| and| Mary| dined” 4 1.9 126
 “It’s| snowing” 2 0.9 133
 “I| have| no|thing| to| say” 6 2.5 144
 “Walt| and| Henry| took| their| driving| test”  7 3.1 135
 “Mary| displayed| a| terrible| scar” 5 2.3 130
 “John| went| to| the| edge| of| the| cliff| and| jumped”  10 4.4 136
 “Every|one| has| skin” 4 1.7 141
 “The| dog| lifted| a| leg” 5 2.4 125
 “Jerry| is| taking| four| classes” 5 2.4 125
 “Some| of| the| lectures| were| worth|while”  7 2.9 145
 “It’s| too| expensive” 3 1.4 129
 “Bill| and| Joe| traveled| through| Europe” 6 2.7 133
 “Richie| and| Joe| took| a| shower”  6 2.6 138
 “You’re| not| going| to| fail”  5 2.1 143
 “Some| birds| lay| eggs” 4 1.9 126
 “You’re| not| going| to| learn| how| to| fly” 8 3.3 145
 “No|body| went| on| the| cruise”  6 2.5 144
 “I’ve| had| caviar”  3 1.4 129
 “It’s| very| quiet” 3 1.3 138
 “He| went| to| the| bridge| and| crossed”  7 2.9 145
 “June| and| Hugh| got| coffee”  5 2.4 125
 “Brian| has| three| cats” 4 1.9 126
 “I| have| no|thing| to| learn”  6 2.5 144
 “It’s| hot| out” 3 1.4 129
 “Every|one| went| to| Paris”  5 2.3 130
 “I| have| no|thing| to| fear” 6 2.5 144
 “I| have| no|thing| to| drink”  6 2.6 138
 “It’s| cloudy| today” 3 1.4 129
 “I’ve| had| my| fifteen| minute| break”  6 2.8 129
 “I’ve| had| sushi” 3 1.4 129
 “It’s| a| calm| day” 4 1.8 133
 “Lisa| ran| to| the| window| and| looked” 7 3 140
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 “Some| birds| have| feathers”  4 1.9 126
 “Sam| offered| a| hand” 4 1.9 126
 “He| rode| in| a| car” 5 2.1 143
 “I| have| no|thing| to| read” 6 2.7 133
 “I| have| no|thing| packed| for| the| trip” 8 3.3 145
 “Joe| owns| two| foot|balls”  5 2.4 125
 “It’s| really| a| nice| day” 5 2.4 125
 “Arthur| showed| a| terrible| sun|burn” 6 2.8 129

Averages: 5.39 2.42 133

Range: 2 to 10 .9 to 6.6 
125 to 
145 

 
 

Questions and Answers # words time (s) wpm 
 “Where| Here| or| Some|where”;  5 2.6 115
 “Who| His| wife| or| Some|one| else”;  7 3.7 114
 “When| Today| or| Once”;  4 2.2 109
 “Where| On| it| or| Under| it”;  6 3.1 116
 “No|thing| At| all| or| Desirable”;  6 3.1 116
 “When| Once| or| Today”;  4 2.2 109
 “How| old| Exactly| or| At| least”;  6 3 120
 “To| whom| Each| other| or| Other| people”;  7 3.4 124
 “How| many| At| least| or| Exactly”;  6 3.1 116
 “No|thing| Important| or| At| all”;  6 2.9 124
 “Who| In| the| world| or| In| a| group”;  8 3.8 126
 “How| many| All| or| Not| all”;  6 3.4 106
 “With| whom| Other| people| or| Each| other”;  7 3.6 117
 “How| old| At| least| or| Exactly”; 6 3.1 116
 “Whose| Some|one’s| or| Hers”;  5 2.7 111
 “Where| Some|where| or| Here”;  5 2.8 107
 “Whose| Hers| or| Some|one’s”;  5 2.8 107
 “Who| Each| other| or| Other| people”;  6 3.2 113
 “Who| Other| people| or| Each| other”;  6 3.2 113
 “How| many| Exactly| or| At| least”;  6 3.2 113
 “What| His| hands| or| His| hair”;  6 3.2 113
 “Who| In| a| group| or| In| the| world”;  8 4 120
 “With| whom| Separately| or| Together”;  5 2.8 107
 “How| many| Not| all| or| All”; 6 3.2 113
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 “Whose| His| or| Some|one’s”;  5 2.7 111
 “No|body| In| the| world| or| In| a| group”;  9 4.4 123
 “No|thing| Desirable| or| At| all”;  6 3.2 113
 “Whose| Some|one’s| or| His”;  5 2.8 107
 “How| Over| or| Up”;  4 2.2 109
 “With| whom| Each| other| or| Other| people”;  7 3.5 120
 “With| whom| Separately| or| Together”;  5 2.8 107
 “For| what| To| drink| or| To| use”; 7 3.5 120
 “When| Now| or| Ever”;  4 2.2 109
 “For| what| To| drink| or| To| clean| up”;  8 3.9 123
 “No|thing| Appropriate| or| At| all”;  6 3.3 109
 “No|thing| At| all| or| Important”;  6 3.2 113
 “How| much| At| least| or| Exactly”;  6 3.2 113
 “When| Ever| or| Now”;  4 2.2 109
 “For| what| To| eat| or| To| clean| up”;  8 3.9 123
 “For| what| To| read| or| To| copy”;  7 3.6 117
 “Who| In| a| group| or| In| the| world”;  8 3.9 123
 “Where| Out| or| At| the| pool”; 6 3.4 106
 “How| Over| or| Under”;  4 2.2 109
 “No|thing| At| all| or| Reasonable”;  6 3.2 113
 "When| From| that| or| Ever"; 5 2.7 111
 "When| This| year| or| Ever"; 5 2.8 107
 "When| The| test| or| Ever"; 5 2.8 107
 “Where| Out| or| At| the| window”;  6 3.1 116

Averages: 6.31 3.31 114

Range: 4 to 9 2 to 4.6 
106 to 
124 
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APPENDIX E 
 

IMPLICITURE STIMULI WITH CONTEXT 
 

SEGMENTED WITH WORD COUNT 
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LOCATIVES: 
 
1. Growing| orchids|: You| are| Josephine (5) 
Janet| ran| a| florist| shop|. She| grew| her| own| plants| in| green| houses|. Her| friend| 
Josephine| wanted| to| tour| the| green| houses| to| see| the| different| types| of| flowers|. 
When| they| walked| into| the| orchid| room|, the| air| was| very| moist|. Josephine| turned| 
to| Janet| and| said|, ‘Wow|, it| feels| very| humid.’ 
(WORD COUNT: 52) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
 

2. Island| climates|: You| are| the| park| ranger (7) 
The| park| ranger| on| St.| John| island| told| us|: ‘The| climate| on| the| islands| can| vary| 
greatly|. On| the| east| coast| where| we| are| now|, it’s| dry| and| almost| desert| -like|. But|, 
on| the| other| side|, a| couple| of| miles| west|, it| will| be| lush|, and| it| feels| very| 
humid.’ (50) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 

3. Snow| closes| the| school|: You| are| the| kids (8) 
The| weather| report| for| Sun| day| night| predicted| a| big| storm| that| might| close| the| 
schools|. My| two| children| pretended| not| to| be| interested|. But|, Monday| morning| 
they| got| up| early| and| rushed| to| the| window|. I| heard| them| yell| in| unison|, ‘Hooray|! 
It’s| snowing.’ (45) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
 
4. Driving| to| California|: You| are| the| travelers (7) 
We| decided| to| check| the| weather| report| before| starting| our| drive| to| the| California| 
coast|. We| would| either| go| through| the| Sierra| mountains| or| take| the| longer| 
southerly| route|. We| decided| to| go| south| since| the| weather| man| said|: ‘Avoid| 
mountain| routes| today|. It’s| snowing.’ (45) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
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5. Stormy| weather|: You| are| on| the| boat (7) 
A| group| of| friends| is| on| an| adventurous| sailing| trip| in| the| Gulf| of| Mexico|. They| 
are| standing| on| the| deck| of| their| sail| boat| after| riding| out| a| rough| tropical| storm|. 
One| of| them| says|: ‘Finally|, it’s| a| calm| and| peaceful| night.’ (43) 
 

Where? 
THERE  HERE 

 
6. Stormy| weather|: You| are| the| group (6) 
A| group| of| friends| is| on| an| adventurous| sailing| trip| in| the| Gulf| of| Mexico|. To| 
escape| a| rough| tropical| storm| they| call| the| Coast| Guard|. They| are| advised| to| head| 
for| Tampa| where| they| would| find| that| it’s| a| calm| and| peaceful| night. (44) 
 

Where? 
HERE  THERE 

 
7. News| conference|: You| are| the| weather| scientist (7) 
A| weather| scientist| is| reporting| his| new| research| results|. He| says|: ‘We| confirmed| 
that| glaciers| in| Green| land| are| rapidly| melting|. Temperature| records| from| the| arctic| 
show| a| steady| rise|. Global| warming| is| changing| that| region|. It’s| getting| too| 
warm.’ (40) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
 

8. Polar| ice|: You| are| the| research| team| leader (8) 
A| weather| research| team| has| camped| on| the| polar| ice| all| winter|. Now|, the| leader| 
tells| his| crew|: ‘We| must| move| our| camp|. Spring| is| coming| and| the| ice| is| melting|. 
We| can’t| stay| any| longer|. It’s| getting| too| warm.’  (40) 
 

Where? 
THERE  HERE 

 
9. Cold| places|: You| are| mother (5) 
Mother| said| to| her| son| Freddie|, ‘Now| remember|, drive| carefully| and| don’t| speed|. 
And|, when| you| and| your| friends| get| checked| into| the| ski| lodge|, bundle| up| before| 
you| go| out|. Up| on| that| high| mountain|, it’s| very| chilly.’ (39) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE  
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10. Cold| days|: You| are| mother (5) 
Mother| said| to| her| son| Freddie|, ‘Before| you| go| out|, Freddie|, will| you| check| the| 
furnace| to| make| sure| it| is| set| for| the| evening|? And| will| you| go| up| stairs| and| 
bring| me| down| a| sweater|? It’s| very| chilly.’ (40) 

 
Where? 

THERE   HERE 
 
11. Moving| to| New| York|: You| are| Alexis (7) 
Jane| is| thinking| about| moving| to| New| York|. She| asks| her| friend| Alexis| for| 
advice|. Alexis| lived| there| before| coming| to| Tucson|. Alexis| said|: ‘I| love| the| 
restaurants|, art| centers| and| shops| in| New| York| but| for| me| it| is| too| noisy.’ (42) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 

12. Calling| from| Tucson|: You| are| Alexis (6) 
Alexis| is| visiting| the| South| west|. She| calls| her| mom| back| home| in| Boston| from| 
the| lobby| of| her| Tucson| hotel|. As| they| talk| a| big| group| of| tourists| enters| the| 
lobby|. Alexis| says|: ‘Mom|, I| can’t| hear| you|. It| is| too| noisy.’ (43) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
 

13. Excavations| in| Greece|: You| are| Paul (6) 
Paul| is| majoring| in| archeology|. Part| of| his| summer| field| training| is| helping| with| 
excavations| in| Greece|. The| work| is| very| exciting| but| the| temperature| is| always| 
around| one| hundred| degrees|. As| the| heat| drops| in| the| evening| Paul| says|: ‘Finally|, 
it| is| getting| cooler.’ (45) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 

14. Vacation|: You| are| the| travel| agent (6) 
Maxine| is| planning| a| family| vacation| in| Mexico|. But| she| worries| that| the| weather| 
will| be| too| hot| for| her| small| daughter|. The| travel| agent| says|, “September| will| be| a| 
good| time| to| visit| Mexico| because| it| is| still| sunny| but| it| is| getting| cooler.” (45) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
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15. An| old| barn|: You| are| the| volunteer (7) 
A| church| group| leader| is| asking| for| volunteers| to| clean| out| the| junk| from| an| old| 
barn| on| the| edge| of| town|. One| of| the| volunteers| warns| all|: ‘It| will| not| be| a| 
pleasant| job|. It| is| dusty| and| smelly.’ (40) 

 
Where? 

HERE   THERE 
 

16. Cleaning| the| barn|: You| are| the| volunteer (7) 
A| group| of| volunteers| is| cleaning| out| the| junk| from| an| old| barn| on| the| edge| of| 
town|. One| of| the| volunteers| complains| about| the| job|: ‘No| body| told| me| it| would| 
be| like| this|. It| is| dusty| and| smelly.’ (40) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 

17. A| noisy| dinner| table|: You| are| Bob (7) 
Bob| and| John| were| trying| to| discuss| a| complex| problem| at| a| conference| dinner|. 
But| every| body| was| talking| so| loud|, they| couldn’t| communicate|. Bob| said| to| John|, 
‘Let’s| get| out| of| here| and| go| to| the| conference| center|. It’s| deserted| now| and| it’s| 
very| quiet.’ (46) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 

18. A| vacation| in| Italy|: You| are| Hilda (7) 
It| was| Sam| and| Hilda’s| first| day| in| Rome|. First| they| wanted| to| see| the| main| 
cathedral|. They| walked| along| a| noisy| street| before| entering| the| old| building|. In| the| 
sudden| silence|, Hilda| turned| to| Sam| and| said| with| surprise|, “Wow|, it’s| very| 
quiet.’ (44) 

 
Where? 

HERE  THERE 
 
19. Weather| in| Tucson|: You| are| Thomas (6) 
Thomas| is| a| German| scientist| visiting| the| University| of| Arizona|. He’s| on| the| 
phone| with| his| wife| in| Germany|. She| is| asking| about| the| weather| in| Tucson|. 
Thomas| says|: ‘It’s| sunny| here| but| it’s| not| too| hot|. It’s| really| a| nice| day.’ (42)  

 
Where? 

HERE   THERE 
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20. Weather| in| Germany|: You| are| Lisa (6) 
It| is| October| and| Lisa’s| friend| Jim| is| visiting| Germany|. Lisa| had| told| him| how| 
dark| and| cloudy| Germany| was|. But|, Lisa| was| surprised| when| Jim| calls| her| from| 
Germany|. He| says| that| the| weather| is| sunny| and| it’s| really| a| nice| day. (43) 

 
Where? 

THERE  HERE 
 
POSSESSIVES: 

 
1. At| the| play| ground|: You| are| the| mother (8) 
A| mother| is| watching| her| son| John| playing| in| their| back| yard|. As| John| ran| around| 
the| yard|, he| fell| on| his| knee| and| started| to| cry|. Mother| rushed| to| her| son| and| told| 
him| he| would| be| o.k|. She| gave| a| kiss| to| John| as| she| patted| a| cheek. (50) 

 
Whose? 

HIS   HERS 
 

2. An| actress’| preparation|: You| are| Linda (6) 
Linda| is| an| actress|. She| is| playing| a| princess| who| is| going| to| a| ball|. It| took| her| a| 
long| time| to| put| on| the| dress| she| would| wear| at| the| dance|. Now| she| has| to| 
quickly| put| on| make| up|. She| finished| with| powder| as| she| patted| a| cheek. (50) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 

3. Watching| a| cycling| race|: You| are| Morris (7) 
Morris| is| watching| a| cycling| race|. A| group| of| women| racers| passed|. Two| of| the| 
racers| fell| and| skidded| into| a| tangle|. One| woman| got| up| slowly|. Checking| to| see| 
if| any| thing| was| broken|, she| cautiously| flexed| a| leg. (40) 

 
Whose? 

HIS   HERS 
 

4. Cycling| race|: You| are| the| paramedic (6) 
Morris| is| watching| a| cycling| race|. The| man| in| the| lead| fell| and| skidded| into| a| 
tangle|. A| woman| paramedic| rushed| up|. She| told| him| not| to| move|. Checking| to| 
see| if| any| thing| was| broken|, she| cautiously| flexed| a| leg. (41) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
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5. Trimming| nails|: You| are| Mabel (5) 
Mabel| is| a| new| manicurist|. Her| first| client| is| an| old| man|. He| was| a| regular| 
customer|. Mabel| explained| to| her| boss| why| the| man| was| angry| when| he| left|. She| 
said|, ‘I| was| careful|, but| he| moved| his| hand|. You| heard| him| say| ‘Ouch|’? Well|, I| 
cut| a| finger.’ (50) 

 
Whose? 

HERS   HIS 
 

6. Chopping| the| salad|: You| are| Al (6) 
Al| is| chopping| vegetables| for| a| salad|. He| doesn’t| usually| help| with| dinner| so| he| 
is| feeling| quite| pleased| with| him| self|. But|, he’s| also| watching| a| base| ball| game| on| 
TV|. He| isn’t| really| paying| attention|. He| gets| a| little| careless| with| his| knife| and| 
shouts|: ‘Ouch|! I| cut| a| finger!’ (52) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 

7. Bad| habit|: You| are| Paul (5) 
Paul| liked| to| eat| the| ice| in| his| drinks|. His| wife| Marian| warned| him| it| could| be| 
dangerous|. But| Paul| ignored| the| advice|. He| was| sorry| after| ward|. One| day| he| was| 
crunching| on| the| ice|, and| he| chipped| a| tooth. (41) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 
8. Dentist’s| office|: You| are| Paula (5) 
Paula| went| to| a| student| dentist| to| save| money|. Her| friend| Marian| warned| her| it| 
could| be| dangerous|. But| Paula| ignored| the| advice|. She| was| sorry| after| ward|. The| 
trainee| wasn’t| careful| enough| when| he| attached| a| brace|, and| he| chipped| a| tooth. 
(43)  

 
Whose? 

HIS  HERS 
 

9. Sea| rescue|: You| are| the| coast| guard (7) 
The| coast| guard| pulled| up| near| a| wrecked| fishing| boat|. An| unconscious| young| 
woman| was| the| only| survivor|. She| was| tangled| in| a| fishing| net| with| both| arms| 
bound| tightly|. The| coast| guards| man| cut| her| loose| so| he| could| raise| an| arm. (43) 

 
Whose? 

HIS   HERS 
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10. Rescue|: You| are| the| coast| guard (6) 
The| coast| guard| pulled| up| near| a| wrecked| fishing| boat|. A| young| man| shouted|. He| 
was| the| only| survivor|. He| was| tangled| in| a| fishing| net| with| both| arms| bound| 
tightly|. The| coast| guards| man| cut| him| loose| so| he| could| raise| an| arm. (44) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 

11. A| walk| in| the| mountains|: You| are| the| hiker (9) 
The| hiker| thought| he| might| be| lost|. He| walked| slowly| down| the| hill|. It| was| 
getting| dark| and| hard| to| see|. He| worked| his| way| very| carefully| through| the| 
boulders| on| the| steep| hill| side|. He| knew| that| he| could| easily| slip| and| that| he| 
could| break| a| leg. (49) 

 
Whose? 

HIS   HERS 
 

12. Emergency| rescue|: You| are| the| fire| man (7) 
A| young| woman| was| in| an| accident|. Her| legs| were| pinned| under| the| car|. The| fire| 
man| arrived| to| help|. The| fire| man| had| to| carefully| jack| up| the| car|. It| was| scary| 
because| he| knew| that| the| car| could| fall| on| her|, and| he| could| break| a| leg. (49) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 

13. Bogart| movies|: You| are| the| actress (6) 
Humphrey| Bogart| plays| a| detective| in| the| classic| movie|, entitled| ‘The| Big| Sleep|.’ 
A| gesture| he| used| often| in| that| movie| later| became| a| ‘Bogey| trade| mark|.’ Every| 
time| the| detective| thought| hard| about| some| clues| to| a| crime| he| tugged| on| an| ear| 
lobe. (45) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 
14. A| game|: You| are| the| girl (6) 
A| little| girl| is| playing| a| game| with| her| dad|. She| is| riding| Dad’s| shoulders|, 
pretending| she| is| riding| a| tiger|. The| game| is| so| fun| that| she| accidentally| pulled| 
her| dad’s| hair|, poked| her| dad’s| eye| and| then| she| tugged| on| an| ear| lobe. (45) 

 
Whose 

HERS  HIS 
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15. Painting| toe| nails|: You| are| Linda (6) 
Linda| and| Susan| were| using| new| nail| polish| colors|. Linda| was| doing| her| toes| and| 
got| a| little| carried| away|. She| painted| each| toe| nail| a| different| color|. Linda| thought| 
she| had| better| stop| after| she| painted| one| toe| nail| green. (41) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  SUSAN’S 
 

16. New| nail| polish|: You| are| Linda (6) 
Linda| and| Susan| were| using| new| nail| polish| colors|. Linda| was| doing| Susan’s| toes| 
for| her|. She| got| a| little| carried| away|. She| painted| each| toe| nail| a| different| color|. 
She| decided| she| should| stop| after| she| painted| one| toe| nail| green. (42) 

 
Whose? 

SUSAN’S   HERS 
 

17. In| the| hospital|: You| are| the| nurse (7) 
John| is| in| bed| with| two| broken| legs|. Both| legs| are| in| heavy| casts| and| suspended| 
by| pulleys|. That| way|, the| position| of| his| legs| could| be| changed|. When| the| nurse| 
came| in|, John| asked| her| to| change| his| position|. She| moved| the| pulleys| and| she| 
lowered| each| leg. (49) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
 

18. Hospital| visit|: You| are| Mary (5) 
John| is| visiting| Mary| in| the| hospital|. She| has| two| broken| legs| in| heavy| casts| and| 
suspended| by| pulleys|. That| way|, the| position| of| her| legs| could| be| changed|. Mary| 
has| a| remote| control| button| that| lets| her| move| the| pulleys|. She| pushed| a| button| 
and| she| lowered| each| leg. (50) 

 
Whose? 

HIS  HERS 
 

19. A| fainting| spell|: You| are| the| EMT (7) 
We| found| Katie| unconscious| on| the| floor|. We| called| the| EMTs| right| away|. They| 
worked| on| Katie| very| quickly|. They| took| her| pulse| and| blood| pressure|. One| of| 
them| checked| for| neurological| signs|. In| order| to| shine| a| bright| light| in| Katie’s| 
pupil|, he| opened| one| eye. (47) 

 
Whose? 

HERS  HIS 
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20. Sleepy| room| mate|: You| are| Sam (6) 
We| were| almost| late| this| morning|. My| room| mate| Sam| over| slept|. He| was| still| in| 
bed| when| I| came| back| from| breakfast|. I| shook| him| and| said|, ‘Hey|, Sam|! Wake| 
up|! You’ll| miss| your| test|!’ Sam| said|, ‘I’m| not| ready|. I| need| more| sleep|.’ Then|, 
he| opened| one| eye. (50) 

 
Whose? 

HIS   HERS 
 

TEMPORALS: 
 

1. Exam|: You| are| George (4) 
George| was| late| for| his| calculus| exam|. His| instructor| asked| why|. George| said| that| 
his| alarm| didn’t| go| off|. The| class| is| at| 8| in| the| morning| and| he| doesn’t| like| to| 
wake| up| early|. He| explained|: ‘It’s| simple|, really|. I| over| slept.’ (43) 

 
When? 

MANY TIMES  TODAY 
 

2. Calculus|: You| are| George (4) 
George| took| calculus| last| semester|. He| failed| even| though| he| is| good| at| math|. He| 
just| missed| too| much| class| time|. The| class| was| at| 8| in| the| morning| and| George| 
doesn’t| like| to| wake| up| early|. He| explained|: ‘It’s| simple|, really|. I| over| slept.’ (45) 

 
When? 

TODAY  MANY TIMES 
 

3. Going| to| the| in| -laws| for| Thanks| giving|: You| are| Sharon (11) 
Tom| and| Sharon| always| go| to| Tom’s| sister’s| house| for| Thanks| giving|. Sharon| tells| 
her| husband|: ‘I’m| sorry|, but| this| year| I’m| NOT| going|. Each| year| it’s| the| same| 
deal|. After| dinner|, your| sister| goes| to| bed| complaining| about| a| head| ache|, and| 
I’ve| washed| the| dishes.’ (47) 

 
When? 

EVERY TIME  TODAY 
 

4. Cleaning| up| after| the| party|: You| are| Sharon (8) 
Sharon| and| her| husband| Tom| are| cleaning| up| after| a| dinner| party|. Sharon| says| to| 
Tom|, ‘Wow|, it’s| getting| late|. Let’s| leave| the| rest| of| the| cleaning| for| tomorrow|. 
Are| you| almost| done| picking| up| the| living| room| and| vacuuming|? I’ve| washed| the| 
dishes.’ (44) 

 
When? 

TODAY  EVERY TIME 
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5. Gaining| weight|: You| are| Bob (5) 
Bob| ran| for| Congress| last| fall|. He| started| out| thin| but| gained| weight| in| the| 
campaign|. When| a| reporter| asked| him| how| he| had| gained| so| much| weight|, he| 
explained|: ‘Dozens| of| rubber| chicken| dinners|. I| just| ate| too| much.’ (40) 

 
When? 

TODAY  MANY TIMES 
 

6. Indigestion|: You| are| Bob (4) 
Bob| just| got| back| from| lunch|. He| complained| to| his| friend| that| he| had| heart| burn|. 
Sam| said|, ‘That’s| too| bad|. Does| it| happen| all| the| time|?’ Bob| said|, ‘No|, it’s| rare|. I| 
know| what| happened| this| time|. I| just| ate| too| much.’ (43) 

 
When? 

MANY TIMES  TODAY 
 

7. Dinner| menu|: You| are| Will (5) 
Will| lives| alone|, so| he| likes| to| have| a| lot| of| parties|. He| is| a| great| cook|, so| he| 
often| makes| dinner| for| his| friends|. When| his| friends| arrived| for| tonight’s| dinner|, 
he| told| them| about| the| main| course|. He| said|, ‘I’ve| prepared| roast| duck| breast.’ 
(46) 

 
When? 

TODAY  MANY TIMES 
 

8. Cooking| duck|: You| are| Jane (5) 
Will| likes| to| hunt| ducks|, but| he| had| never| cooked| them|. His| wife| was| the| one| 
who| cooked|. But|, after| his| divorce|, he| had| to| learn|. He| asked| his| buddy| Joe| what| 
to| do|. Joe| said|, ‘Ask| my| wife| Jane|.’ Jane| said|, ‘No| worries|. I’ve| prepared| roast| 
duck| breast.’ (49) 

 
When? 

MANY TIMES  TODAY 
 

9. Dining| out|: You| are| Peter (5) 
Peter| and| George| are| dining| together|. For| dessert|, George| orders| pie|. Peter| 
declines|, saying|, ‘I| never| eat| dessert|.’ George| asks|, ‘Never|?’ Peter| admits|, ‘Well|, I| 
did| eat| some| a| couple| years| ago| at| my| wedding|, so| I| guess| ‘never’| is| too| strong|. 
I| have| had| dessert.’ (46) 

 
When? 

ONCE  TODAY 
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10. Dining| out|: You| are| Kathy (5) 
Alan| and| his| wife| Kathy| are| having| dinner| at| a| restaurant|. As| usual|, Alan| finishes| 
eating| first|. He| waits| for| a| while| and| then| gets| anxious| to| leave|. Kathy| slowly| 
eats| her| cake|. Finally|, she| says|, ‘OK| Alan|, we| can| go| now|. I| have| had| dessert.’ 
(46) 

 
When? 

TODAY  ONCE 
 

11. Baking| a| cake|: You| are| Helen (6) 
Helen| is| going| to| a| pot| luck|. She| decides| to| make| a| cake|, even| though| she| isn’t| a| 
good| cook|. She| bakes| all| after| noon|. The| cake| turns| out| perfectly|, and| Helen| is| 
very| excited|. She| calls| her| friend| Lois| and| says|: ‘Lois|, you’ll| never| guess| what| 
I’ve| done|! I’ve| baked| a| cake!’ (53) 

 
When? 

TODAY  OFTEN 
 

12. Baking| a| cake|: You| are| Lois (6) 
Helen| wants| to| make| a| cake|. But|, she| is| not| a| good| cook|. Her| friend| Lois| 
suggests| her| favorite| recipe|. Helen| is| worried| it| won’t| turn| out|. Lois| says|, ‘Don’t| 
worry|. I’ve| done| this| a| hundred| times|. When| it| comes| to| this| recipe|, it’s| fair| to| 
say| that| I’ve| baked| a| cake.’ (52) 

 
When? 

OFTEN  TODAY 
 

13. Furnace|: You| are| Andy (4) 
Andy| and| Janet| are| eating| dinner| in| their| vacation| cottage|. Janet| shivers| and| says| 
to| Andy|, ‘It’s| cold| in| here|. Is| there| some| thing| wrong| with| the| heating|?’ Andy| 
says|, ‘The| furnace| was| out|. It’ll| warm| up| soon|, though|. I’ve| lit| the| furnace.’ (43) 

 
When? 

ONCE  TONIGHT 
 

14. The| furnace|: You| are| Andy (5) 
Andy| and| Janet| enter| their| vacation| cottage|. Janet| shivers| and| says| to| Andy|, ‘It’s| 
cold| in| here|. Do| you| know| how| that| old| furnace| works|?’ Andy| says|, ‘I| learned| 
last| time| we| were| here| and| I| can| do| it| again|. I’ve| lit| the| furnace.’ (44) 

 
When? 

TONIGHT  ONCE 
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15. Wine| cellar|: You| are| Tom (5) 
Tom’s| parents| left| him| at| home| while| they| were| on| vacation|. He| had| a| big| party| 
while| they| were| gone|. His| buddies| broke| into| his| dad’s| wine| cellar|. A| week| later| 
his| parents| returned| and| saw| the| missing| bottles|. Tom| had| to| confess|. ‘Dad|,’ he| 
said|, ‘We| drank| the wine.’ (50) 

 
When? 

LAST WEEK  THIS EVENING 
 

16. Party|: You| are| the| buddies (5) 
Tom’s| parents| left| him| at| home| while| they| were| on| vacation|. He| was| having| a| 
party| when| he| heard| a| noise| from| the| basement|. He| found| some| of| his| buddies| in| 
his| dad’s| wine| cellar|. There| were| empty| bottles| all| over| the| floor|. ‘Sorry| Tom|,’ 
they| said|. ‘We| drank| the| wine.’ (51) 

 
When? 

THIS EVENING  LAST WEEK 
 

17. The| graduation| dinner|: You| are| Stephanie (6) 
The| Johnsons| are| preparing| for| a| party|. Their| daughter| Stephanie| is| graduating| 
today|. Every| body| is| trying| to| get| ready|. Stephanie| asked| her| mother|, ‘Do| you| 
need| some| help| in| the| kitchen|? I’m| done| putting| out| the| snacks|, I| put| out| the| 
flowers|, and| I| set| the| table.’ (48) 

 
When? 

TODAY  ONCE 
 

18. Buckingham| Palace|: You| are| Mary| anne (6) 
Mary| anne| told| her| friend| Sophie| about| catering| at| Buckingham| Palace| in| London|. 
They| have| incredible| banquets| with| fancy| dishes| and| silver|. Mary| anne| said|, ‘I| 
always| worked| in| the| kitchen| but| at| last| week’s| banquet| I| got| to| handle| some| of| 
the| silver| because| I| set| the| table.’ (49) 

 
When? 

ONCE  TODAY 
 

19. Burglary|: You| are| Harold (4) 
Alice| and| Harold| arrive| home| after| a| long| day| at| work|. They| find| their| front| door| 
wide| open|. ‘Good| heavens|!’ says| Harold|. ‘We’ve| been| burglarized|!’ When| we| left|, 
I| know| I| locked| the| door.’ (34) 

 
When? 

TODAY  LAST WEEK
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20. A| Burglary|: You| are| Harold (5) 
Alice| and| Harold| arrive| home| after| a| week| -long| vacation|. They| find| their| front| 
door| wide| open|. ‘Good| heavens|!’ says| Harold|. ‘We’ve| been| burglarized|! When| we| 
left|, I| know| I| locked| the| door.’ (33) 

 
When? 

LAST WEEK  TODAY 
 

HYPERBOLE: 
 
1. Plane| ride|: You| are| Sarah (5) 
Sarah| and| Louis| were| on| a| plane| to| Michigan|. Sarah| finished| her| cross| word| 
puzzle| and| decided| to| read| instead|. But|, there| was| no| thing| to| read| in| her| carry| -
on| or| in| the| pocket| in| front| of| her|. Sarah| looked| at| Louis| and| said|, “I| have| no| 
thing| to| read.” (51) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL   DESIRABLE 
 

2. After| noon| reading|: You| are| Nickola (6) 
Nickola| walked| up| stairs| to| her| office| to| find| some| thing| to| read|. She| wanted| to| 
relax| for| the| after| noon|. She| browsed| the| titles| for| a| while|, until| her| husband| 
asked| her| what| she| was| looking| for|. Nickola| said|, “All| these| books| and| I| have| no| 
thing| to| read.” (50) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
 
3. The| marathon|: You| are| Dave (5) 
Dave| was| running| in| the| San| Diego| marathon|. He| had| just| passed| the| ten| mile| 
marker| when| he| started| to| get| thirsty|. He| knew| that| the| next| water| station| was| 
another| three| miles| away|. “I| don’t| know| what| I’m| going| to| do|,” he| thought|. “I| 
have| no| thing| to| drink.” (50) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
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4. Wedding| reception|: You| are| Jane (5) 
Jane| went| to| her| friend’s| wedding| reception|. There| was| an| open| bar|, so| she| 
decided| to| get| a| drink| before| dinner|. Her| favorite| wine| was| merlot|. When| she| 
ordered| the| merlot|, the| bar| tender| said| they| had| cabernet| instead|. “Now| what|?” 
sighed| Jane|. “I| have| no| thing| to| drink.” (49) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL   DESIRABLE 
 
5. Watching| TV|: You| are| Rachel (5) 
Rachel| planned| to| spend| her| evening| watching| her| favorite| TV| shows|. But|, there| 
was| a| storm| moving| into| the| area|. Sure| enough|, just| as| the| first| show| started|, the| 
power| went| out|. “Oh| no|!” thought| Rachel|. “Now| I| have| no| thing| to| watch.” (43) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 
6. Base| ball| game|: You| are| Mike (6) 
Mike| had| a| long| day| at| work|. He| just| wanted| to| watch| the| base| ball| game| on| 
TV|. When| he| turned| on| the| game|, he| learned| that| the| game| was| cancelled| because| 
of| rain|. “That| figures|,” muttered| Mike|. “Now| I| have| no| thing| to| watch.” (45) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
 
7. Living| with| grand| mother|: You| are| Robby (7) 
Little| Robby’s| mom| was| having| financial| trouble|. She| had| to| take| another| job|. 
That| meant| she| didn’t| have| time| to| watch| Robby|. So|, she| sent| Robby| to| stay| with| 
his| grand| mother|. But|, the| grand| mother| didn’t| have| any| toys|. When| Robby| got| to| 
her| house|, he| thought|, “I| have| no| thing| to| play| with.” (55)  

Nothing? 
 

IMPORTANT  AT ALL 
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8. Spoiled|: You| are| Johnny (5) 
Little| Johnny’s| parents| had| a| lot| of| money|. They| bought| him| lots| of| toys|. But|, 
there| wasn’t| room| for| any| more| in| his| play| room|. One| day| he| threw| a| temper| 
tantrum| because| his| mother| refused| to| buy| another| toy|. “But| I| want| it|,” he| wailed|. 
:I| have| no| thing| to| play| with.” (53) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 

9. Lost| luggage|: You| are| Kathy (5) 
Kathy| and| Jared| flew| to| Jamaica| for| their| honey| moon|. They| had| each| packed| 
their| own| suit| case|. But|, Kathy’s| luggage| some| how| got| lost|. “What| am| I| going| to| 
do|?” she| asked| Jared|. “Other| than| what| I’ve| got| on|, I| have| no| thing| to| wear.” 
(46) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 

10. Going| to| a| party|: You| are| Linda (7) 
Linda| was| getting| ready|. She| was| going| to| her| friend’s| birth| day| party|. She| tried| 
on| every| out| fit| in| her| closet|. But|, she| wasn’t| satisfied| with| how| she| looked|. She| 
sighed| and| thought|, “I| should| have| gone| shopping|. I| have| no| thing| to| wear.” (45) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
 
11. Christmas| presents|: You| are| grandma (5) 
The| Forster| family| was| having| Christmas| at| grandma| and| grandpa’s| house|. They| 
had| all| bought| gifts| for| one| another| and| were| about| to| exchange| them|. Then| 
cousin| Todd| showed| up| unannounced| with| his| new| girl| friend|. “Oh| dear|,” thought| 
grandma|. “All| of| the| presents| are| spoken| for|. We| have| no| thing| to| offer| them.” 
(54) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
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12. Snobby| relatives|: You| are| Susan (5) 
Susan| and| her| husband| Jim| planned| on| having| Thanks| giving| alone|. They| were| 
having| a| relaxing| dinner|, no| thing| fancy|. But|, Jim’s| snobby| relatives| showed| up| at| 
the| door|. Susan| knew| that| all| they| had| in| the| fridge| was| beer|. “If| they| want| 
wine|,” thought| Susan|, “we| have| no| thing| to| offer| them.” (53) 
 
. 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 
13. No| more| snacks|: You| are| Barbara (6) 
Barbara| and| her| husband| were| moving| across| the| country|. When| they| were| in| the| 
middle| of| rural| Illinois|, Barbara| realized| she| was| out| of| snacks|. She| and| said| to| 
her| husband|, “Is| there| any| where| we| can| stop| to| eat|? I| ran| out| of| snacks| and| I| 
have| no| thing| to| eat.” (52) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 

14. Picky| eater|: You| are| Gail (5) 
Gail| is| a| picky| eater|. When| she| went| to| her| church| pot| luck|, she| made| a| dish| that| 
she| knew| she| would| like|. But|, by| the| time| she| was| able| to| eat|, the| dish| she| had| 
made| was| already| gone|. “I| was| too| slow|,” she| thought|. “Now| I| have| no| thing| to| 
eat.” (53) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
 
15. Plane| ride|: You| are| Todd (5) 
Todd| was| on| a| plane|. He| was| trying| to| sleep|, but| people| behind| him| were| talking| 
loudly|. Luckily| Todd| had| brought| his| ear| plugs|. After| he| put| them| in|, he| smiled| 
to| himself| and| thought|, “Now| I| can| sleep|. I| have| no| thing| to| listen| to.” (46) 
 

Nothing? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
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16. Music| selection|: You| are| Jenny (5) 
Jenny| kept| CDs| in| her| car| for| long| drives|. As| she| was| driving| from| Tucson| to| 
San| Diego|, she| flipped| through| her| collection|. But|, she| couldn’t| find| the| CD| she| 
wanted| to| listen| to|. “That| figures|,” thought| Jenny|. “Now| I| have| no| thing| to| 
listen| to.” (46) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 
17. Deserted| island|: You| are| Joe (5) 
Joe| was| stranded| on| a| deserted| island|. He| had| built| a| place| to| live| and| was| 
successful| in| finding| things| to| eat|. But|, he| was| lonely|. “I| wish| I| didn’t| have| to| 
talk| to| my| self|,” he| said| one| day|. “But| I| don’t| really| have| a| choice|. I| have| no| 
one| to| talk| to.” (54) 
 

No one? 
 

AT ALL   IMPORTANT 
 
18. Bad| day|: You| are| Jared (5) 
Two| of| Jared’s| best| friends| had| moved| away| over| the| summer|. Just| before| school| 
was| about| to| start|, Jared| sat| on| the| front| porch|. He| felt| very| lonely|. Mom| asked|, 
“What’s| wrong|, Jared|? You| look| sad|.” Jared| said|, “I| don’t| want| to| go| to| school|. I| 
have| no| one| to| talk| to.” (52) 
  

No one? 
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
 

19. Fishing|: You| are| Tony (4) 
Tony| and| his| wife| Mabel| drove| to| the| vacation| lodge|. Tony| loved| to| fish| and| had| 
brought| his| gear|. But|, the| vacation| lodge| turned| out| to| have| only| a| swimming| 
pool|. Tony| was| disappointed|. He| turned| to| Mabel| and| said|, “I’m| outta| luck|. 
There’s| no| thing| to| catch.” (48) 
 

Nothing?  
 

DESIRABLE  AT ALL 
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20. Fisher| man|: You| are| Charlie (5) 
Charlie| was| on| a| fishing| vacation|. He| wanted| to| catch| a| big| trout|, but| the| lake| at| 
the| vacation| lodge| only| had| sun| fish|. Charlie| sneered|, “What| am| I| going| to| do| 
with| these| little| things|? I’m| not| fishing| here|. There’s| no| thing| to| catch.” (45) 
 

Nothing? 
 

AT ALL  DESIRABLE 
 
 
QUANTITATIVE:  
 
1. Math| problem|: You| are| the| professor (6) 
A| math| professor| writes| a| famous| problem| on| the| board|. It| had| never| been| solved|, 
even| by| experts|. The| professor| knew| his| students| couldn’t| solve| it|, either|. He| said| 
to| them|, “I| will| give| an| A| to| any| one| who| can| solve| this| problem| because| no| 
body| knows| the| answer.” (50) 
 

Nobody? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN THE CLASS 
 
2. Grading| a| test|: You| are| Kate (6) 
Kate| is| a| college| professor|. She| was| grading| a| biology| test| she| had| given| her| 
students|. Most| of| them| did| well|, but| she| came| across| one| question| that| all| of| the| 
students| got| wrong|. “That’s| strange|,” Kate| thought|. “That’s| an| easy| question|. But|, 
I| guess| no| body| knows| the| answer.” (50) 
 

Nobody? 
 

IN THE CLASS  IN THE WORLD 
 
 
3. Writing| a| book|: You| are| Sheri (6) 
Sheri| was| writing| a| children’s| book| about| a| boy| who| lived| in| California|. His| 
favorite| holiday| was| Halloween|. One| year| he| wished| that| people| in| every| country| 
celebrated| Halloween|. At| the| end| of| the| story|, his| wish| came| true!| The| boy| said|, 
“This| was| the| best| year| ever| because| every| one| wore| a| costume| on| Halloween.” 
(56) 
 

Who? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN CALIFORNIA 
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4. Halloween| party|: You| are| Ted (5) 
Ted| loved| Halloween|. He| hosted| a| big| Halloween| party| every| year|. He| only| 
allowed| people| who| wore| costumes| to| attend| the| party|. When| he| addressed| his| 
guests|, he| said|, “Thank| you| all| for| coming|! It’s| too| bad| that| we| can’t| dress| up| 
every| day|, but| I’m| glad| to| see| that| every| one| wore| a| costume| on| Halloween.” 
(57) 
 

Who? 
 

AT THE PARTY  IN THE WORLD 
 
5. Birth| day| party|: You| are| Billy (6) 
A| little| boy| named| Billy| was| going| to| have| a| birth| day| party|. He| knew| his| family| 
would| be| there|, but| he| wanted| to| invite| more| people|. So|, he| decided| to| invite| 
every| body| on| earth|. He| told| his| mom| excitedly|, “You| better| make| a| lot| of| food|! 
Every| one| is| coming| to| my| party.” (55) 
 

Who? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN HIS FAMILY 
 
6. House| warming| party|: You| are| Sheila (6) 
Sheila| owned| a| small| management| company|. She| had| just| moved| into| a| new| 
house|, so| she| decided| to| have| a| house| warming| party|. She| invited| every| one| that| 
worked| at| her| company|. She| was| excited| when| they| all| replied| and| said| they| 
would| come|. Sheila| thought|, “This| is| great|! Every| one| is| coming| to| my| party.” 
(56) 
 

Who? 
 

IN THE COMPANY  IN THE WORLD 
 
7. Space| travel|: You| are| the| teacher (6) 
The| teacher| was| discussing| space| travel| with| her| students|. They| discussed| all| of| 
the| planets|. Then| she| told| them| about| the| first| people| to| land| on| the| moon|. When| 
the| students| asked| who| landed| on| Mars|, the| teacher| says|, “No| body| has| gone| 
there| yet.” (45) 
 

Nobody? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN THE CLASS 
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8. City| zoo|: You| are| the| teacher (6) 
The| teacher| tells| her| second| grade| class| about| the| trip| they| would| be| taking| to| the| 
city| zoo|. Then| she| asks| them| who| had| already| been| to| the| zoo|. When| she| surveys| 
the| class|, she| discovers| that| no| body| has| gone| there| yet. (43) 
 

Nobody? 
 

IN THE CLASS  IN THE WORLD 
 
9. Cruise| ships|: You| are| the| travel| agent (7) 
One| year| there| was| an| out| break| of| illnesses| on| cruise| ships|. A| travel| agent| told| 
her| tour| group|, “We| should| plan| a| different| trip|. This| has| been| a| big| problem|. 
Even| though| cruises| are| quite| inexpensive|, one| cruise| line| had| to| cancel| their| last| 
cruise| to| the| Bahamas|. Sadly|, no| body| went| on| the| cruise.” (56) 
  

Nobody? 
 

IN THE TOUR GROUP  IN THE WORLD 
 
10. Jamaica|: You| are| Beth (4) 
A| group| of| friends| went| to| Jamaica| with| a| tour| group|. There| was| plenty| to| do|: 
swimming|, shopping|, and| going| on| a| day| cruise|. They| made| plans| to| have| dinner| 
one| evening|. Only| Jackie| and| Beth| showed| up|. Jackie| said|, “I’m| not| sure| where| 
every| body| is|, but| I| know| that| no| body| went| on| the| cruise.” (57) 
 

Nobody? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN THE TOUR GROUP 
 
11. Touring| Europe|: You| are| Evelyn (5) 
Evelyn| was| traveling| with| a| European| tour| group|. The| group| offered| different| 
options| for| where| to| travel|. One| day|, part| of| the| group| went| to| a| small| village| in| 
Tuscany|, while| the| others| went| to| Florence|. When| they| were| in| France|, though|, 
they| stayed| together|. Every| one| went| to| Paris. (50) 
 

Who? 
 

IN THE WORLD  IN THE TOUR GROUP 
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12. In| Paris|: You| are| Peter (5) 
Peter| thought| that| Paris| was| the| most| beautiful| place| on| earth|. He| traveled| to| Paris| 
with| a| tour| group| when| ever| he| could|. On| his| current| trip|, he| sat| at| a| café|, day| 
dreaming|. He| wished| it| was| possible| that| at| least| once| in| each| person’s| life| time|, 
every| one| went| to| Paris. (53) 
 

Who? 
 

IN THE TOUR GROUP   IN THE WORLD 
 

13. Camp| movie|: You| are| the| counselor (6) 
On| the| first| day| of| summer| camp|, the| counselors| encouraged| all| the| kids| to| attend| 
a| movie|. It| was| designed| to| show| them| how| to| use| the| camp| facilities| and| follow| 
the| rules|. They| promised| treats| after| the| movie| if| all| the| kids| attended|. It| worked| - 
every| one| watched| the| movie. (52) 
 

Who? 
IN THE WORLD  IN THE CAMP 

 
14. The| movie|: You| are| the| government| (6) 
Government| officials| created| a| unique| movie|. It| was| designed| to| educate| people| all| 
over| the| world| regarding| a| possible| flu| out| break|. It| was| important| that| every| 
person| was| able| to| recognize| the| illness|. Governments| around| the| globe| worked| to| 
ensure| that| no| person| would| be| left| out|. They| succeeded|. Every| one| watched| the| 
movie|. (55) 
 

Who? 
IN THE GOVERNMENT  IN THE WORLD 

 
15. Field| assignment|: You| are| the| anthropologist (6) 
An| anthropologist| was| on| a| field| assignment| in| a| remote| part| of| Indonesia|. She| 
was| observing| how| people| in| different| cultures| behaved|. She| found| that| although| 
there| were| many| differences|, there| were| some| similarities| among| cultures|. One| 
similarity| amongst| every| country| was| related| to| food|. She| had| found| that| every| 
one| cooks|. (52) 
 

Who? 
IN INDONESIA  IN THE WORLD 
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16. Cooking| dinner|: You| are| Mr.| McNeil (6) 
The| McNeils| love| to| cook|. Almost| every| night| for| dinner|, they| all| gather| in| the| 
kitchen| to| prepare| a| meal|. One| of| the| children| invited| a| friend| over| for| dinner|. 
“Wow,”| he| said|. “My| mom| is| the| only| one| that| cooks|.” “Not| in| this| house|,” said| 
Mr.| McNeil|. “Here,| every| one| cooks.” (52) 
 

Who? 
IN THE WORLD  IN THE FAMILY 

 
17. Fire|: You| are| the| team (5) 
There| was| a| fire| at| the| high| school| sports| stadium| in| our| town| last| week|. 
Unfortunately|, all| sporting| events| were| cancelled| because| the| stadium| was| badly| 
damaged|. Every| school| group| that| used| the| stadium| was| affected|, but| especially| 
the| soccer| teams|. Until| the| field| was| repaired|, no| body| played| soccer. (50) 
 

Who? 
IN THE WORLD  ON THE TEAM        

 
18. Soccer| great|: You| are| the| people (6) 
The| greatest| player| in| soccer| history| passed| away|. People| all| over| the| world| were| 
heart| broken|. To| honor| his| memory|, a| world| -wide| day| of| mourning| was| declared| 
and| every| nation| cancelled| its| soccer| games|. Every| professional| and| school| sports| 
group| cooperated |and| on| that| day|, no| body| played| soccer. (50)    
 

Who? 
ON THE TEAM  IN THE WORLD 

 
19. Geography|: You| are| the| teacher (5) 
A| fifth| grade| class| was| learning| about| England|. The| teacher| was| surprised| when| 
none| of| the| students| could| find| England| on| a| world| map|. “Wow,”| she| thought|. “I| 
guess| I| need| to| spend| more| time| on| geography|. I| can’t| believe| no| body| knows| 
where| it| is.” (46) 
 

Who? 
IN THE CLASS  IN THE WORLD 

 
20. Garden| of| Eden|: You| are| the| teacher (7) 
A| Sunday| school| teacher| was| telling| her| class| about| the| Garden| of| Eden|. She| said|, 
“Many| people| have| tried| to| find| it|. Every| body| has| been| unsuccessful|. Even| 
though| people| have| explored| all| over| the| earth|, it| seems| that| no| body| knows| 
where| it| is.” (45) 
 

Who? 
IN THE WORLD  IN THE CLASS 
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APPENDIX F 
 

IMPLICITURES WITH CONTEXT 
 

RATE 
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Practice Story # words time (s) wpm 

Maria was the speaker at a… 47 22.6 125
Jay was presenting at a conference… 44 21.2 125

Average: 45.5 21.9 125
Range: 44 to 47 21.2 to 22.6 125 to 125 

 
 

Introduction Sentences # words time (s) wpm 
Growing| orchids|: You| are| Josephine  5 2.8 107
Island| climates|: You| are| the| park| ranger  7 3.4 124
Snow| closes| the| school|: You| are| the| kids  8 3.8 125
Driving| to| California|: You| are| the| travelers  7 3.6 117
Stormy| weather|: You| are| on| the| boat  7 3.6 117
Stormy| weather|: You| are| the| group  6 3.1 116
News| conference|: You| are| the| weather| scientist  7 3.7 114
Polar| ice|: You| are| the| research| team| leader  8 4.3 112
Cold| places|: You| are| mother  5 2.8 107
Cold| days|: You| are| mother  5 2.8 107
Moving| to| New| York|: You| are| Alexis  7 4 105
Calling| from| Tucson|: You| are| Alexis  6 3.4 106
Excavations| in| Greece|: You| are| Paul  6 3.2 113
Vacation|: You| are| the| travel| agent  6 3.1 116
An| old| barn|: You| are| the| volunteer  7 3.5 120
Cleaning| the| barn|: You| are| the| volunteer  7 3.6 117
A| noisy| dinner| table|: You| are| Bob  7 3.6 117
A| vacation| in| Italy|: You| are| Hilda  7 3.6 117
Weather| in| Tucson|: You| are| Thomas  6 3.4 106
Weather| in| Germany|: You| are| Lisa  6 3.1 116
At| the| play| ground|: You| are| the| mother  8 4 120
An| actress’| preparation|: You| are| Linda  6 3.4 106
Watching| a| cycling| race|: You| are| Morris  7 3.8 111
Cycling| race|: You| are| the| paramedic  6 2.9 124
Trimming| nails|: You| are| Mabel  5 2.7 111
Chopping| the| salad|: You| are| Al  6 3 120
Bad| habit|: You| are| Paul  5 2.5 120
Dentist’s| office|: You| are| Paula  5 2.8 107
Sea| rescue|: You| are| the| coast| guard  7 3.8 111
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Rescue|: You| are| the| coast| guard  6 3.2 113
A| walk| in| the| mountains|: You| are| the| hiker  9 4.7 115
Emergency| rescue|: You| are| the| fire| man  7 4 105
Bogart| movies|: You| are| the| actress  6 3.4 106
A| game|: You| are| the| girl  6 3 120
Painting| toe| nails|: You| are| Linda  6 3.2 113
New| nail| polish|: You| are| Linda  6 3.1 116
In| the| hospital|: You| are| the| nurse  7 3.4 124
Hospital| visit|: You| are| Mary  5 2.8 107
A| fainting| spell|: You| are| the| EMT  7 3.6 117
Sleepy| room| mate|: You| are| Janet  6 3.3 109
Exam|: You| are| George  4 2.2 109
Calculus|: You| are| George  4 2.2 109
Going| to| the| in| -laws| for| Thanks| giving|: You| are| 
Sharon  11 5.3 125
Cleaning| up| after| the| party|: You| are| Sharon  8 4 120
Gaining| weight|: You| are| Bob  5 2.4 125
Indigestion|: You| are| Bob  4 2.1 114
Dinner| menu|: You| are| Will  5 2.7 111
Cooking| duck|: You| are| Jane  5 2.5 120
Dining| out|: You| are| Peter  5 2.4 125
Eating| out|: You| are| Kathy  5 2.5 120
Baking| a| cake|: You| are| Helen 6 3.4 106
Making| a| cake|: You| are| Lois  6 3.3 109
Furnace|: You| are| Andy  4 2.1 114
The| furnace|: You| are| Andy 5 2.7 111
Wine| cellar|: You| are| Tom  5 2.8 107
Party|: You| are| the| buddies  5 2.6 115
The| graduation| dinner|: You| are| Stephanie  6 3.4 106
Buckingham| Palace|: You| are| Mary| anne  6 3.2 113
Burglary|: You| are| Harold  4 2.2 109
A| Burglary|: You| are| Harold  5 2.6 115
The| plane|: You| are| Sarah 5 2.6 115
After| noon| reading|: You| are| Nickola  6 3.2 113
The| marathon|: You| are| Dave  5 2.8 107
Wedding| reception|: You| are| Jane  5 2.8 107
Watching| TV|: You| are| Rachel  5 2.8 107
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Base| ball| game|: You| are| Mike  6 3.2 113
Living| with| grand| mother|: You| are| Robby 7 3.5 120
Spoiled|: You| are| Johnny  5 2.5 120
Lost| luggage|: You| are| Kathy  5 2.7 111
Going| to| a| party|: You| are| Linda  7 3.6 117
Christmas| presents|: You| are| grandma 5 2.8 107
Snobby| relatives|: You| are| Susan  5 2.8 107
No| more| snacks|: You| are| Barbara  6 3.2 113
Picky| eater|: You| are| Gail  5 2.4 125
Plane| ride|: You| are| Todd  5 2.4 125
Music| selection|: You| are| Jenny  5 2.8 107
Deserted| island|: You| are| Joe  5 2.8 107
Bad| day|: You| are| Jared  5 2.5 120
Fishing|: You| are| Tony  4 2.1 114
Fisher| man|: You| are| Charlie  5 2.6 115
Math| problem|: You| are| the| professor  6 3.2 113
Grading| a| test|: You| are| Kate  6 3 120
Writing| a| book|: You| are| Sheri  6 3.2 113
Halloween| party|: You| are| Ted  5 2.8 107
Birth| day| party|: You| are| Billy  6 2.9 124
House| warming| party|: You| are| Sheila  6 3 120
Space| travel|: You| are| the| teacher  6 3 120
City| zoo|: You| are| the| teacher  6 3.1 116
Cruise| ships|: You| are| the| travel| agent  7 3.8 111
Jamaica|: You| are| Beth  4 2.2 109
Touring| Europe|: You are Evelyn 5 2.8 107
In| Paris|: You| are| Peter  5 2.6 115
Camp| movie|: You| are| the| counselor 6 3.2 113
The| movie|: You| are| the| government 6 2.9 124
Field| assignment|: You| are| the| anthropologist 6 3.3 109
Cooking| dinner|: You| are| Mr.| McNeil 6 3 120
Fire|: You| are| the| team 5 2.7 111
Soccer| great|: You| are| the| people 6 2.9 124
Geography|: You| are| the| teacher 5 2.8 107
Garden| of| Eden|: You| are| the| teacher 7 3.8 111
The| conference|: You| are| Maria 5 2.8 107
Conference| in| Florida|: You| are| Jay 6 3.4 106
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Average: 5.84 3.08 114

Range: 4 to 11 
2.1 to 

5.3  
105 to 
125 

 
 

Stories # words time (s) wpm 
Janet| ran| a| florist| shop|… 52 23.5 133
The| park| ranger| on| St.| John| island… 50 22.4 134
The| weather| report| for| Sun| day|… 45 21.6 125
We| decided| to| check| the| weather… 45 20.3 133
A| group| of| friends| is| on| an|… 43 17.8 145
A| group| of| friends| is| on| an| adventurous… 44 19.4 136
A| weather| scientist| is| reporting| his|… 40 19.2 125
A| weather| research| team| has| camped|… 40 19 126
Mother| said| to| her| son| Freddie|… 39 17.2 136
Mother| said| to| her| son| Freddie|, ‘Before… 40 16.7 144
Jane| is| thinking| about| moving| to|… 42 20 126
Alexis| is| visiting| the| South| west|… 43 20 129
Paul| is| majoring| in| archeology… 45 21.2 127
Maxine| is| planning| a| family| vacation… 45 20.6 131
A| church| group| leader| is| asking… 40 17.5 137
A| group| of| volunteers| is| cleaning… 40 17.2 140
Bob| and| John| were| trying| to| discuss… 46 20.9 132
It| was| Sam| and| Hilda’s| first| day… 44 20.3 130
Thomas| is| a| German| scientist| visiting… 42 18.8 134
It| is| October| and| Lisa’s| friend| Jim… 43 19.2 134
A| mother| is| watching| her| son… 50 21.3 141
Linda| is| an| actress|. She| is| playing… 53 22 145
Morris| is| watching| a| cycling| race|… 40 19.1 126
Morris| is| watching| a| cycling| race|. The… 41 19.6 126
Mabel| is| a| new| manicurist|. Her| first… 52 23.8 131
Al| is| chopping| vegetables| for| a| salad… 54 24.6 132
Paul| liked| to| eat| the| ice| in| his| drinks… 41 17.4 141
Paula| went| to| a| student| dentist| to| save… 43 20.7 125
The| coast| guard| pulled| up| near| a| wrecked… 43 20.6 125
The| coast| guard| pulled| up| near… 44 21 126
The| hiker| thought| he| might| be| lost… 49 21.6 136
A| young| woman| was| in| an| accident… 49 20.3 145
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Humphrey| Bogart| plays| a| detective… 45 21 129
A| little| girl| is| playing| a| game… 45 20.5 132
Linda| and| Susan| were| using| new| nail| polish… 41 19.6 126
Linda| and| Susan| were| using| new… 42 20.2 125
John| is| in| bed| with| two| broken| legs… 49 23.2 127
John| is| visiting| Mary| in| the| hospital… 50 22.5 133
We| found| Katie| unconscious| on| the… 50 21.1 142
Janet| said|, "We| almost| missed| class... 52 23.9 131
George| was| late| for| his| calculus| exam… 43 18.3 141
George| took| calculus| last| semester 45 19.8 136
Tom| and| Sharon| always| go| to… 47 20.8 136
Sharon| and| her| husband| Tom| are… 44 18.6 142
Bob| ran| for| Congress| last| fall… 39 18.6 126
Bob| just| got| back| from| lunch… 42 20.1 125
Will| lives| alone|, so| he| likes| to| have… 46 22 125
Will| likes| to| hunt| ducks|, but| he| had… 49 22.4 131
Peter| and| George| are| dining| together… 46 21.9 126
Alan| and| his| wife| Kathy| are| having… 46 22.1 125
Helen| is| going| to| a| pot| luck… 53 22.5 141
Helen| wants| to| make| a| cake|. But… 52 21.6 144
Andy| and| Janet| are| eating| dinner… 43 18.1 143
Andy| and| Janet| enter| their| vacation… 44 18.6 142
Tom’s| parents| left| him| at| home… 50 22.3 135
Tom’s| parents| left| him| at| home| while| they… 51 23.6 130
The| Johnsons| are| preparing| for| a| party… 48 21.9 132
Mary| anne| told| her| friend| Sophie| about| catering… 49 22.6 130
Alice| and| Harold| arrive| home| after… 34 15.2 134
Alice| and| Harold| arrive| home| after| a| week… 33 15.3 129
Sarah| and| Louis| were| on| a| plane… 51 21.6 142
Nickola| walked| up| stairs| to| her… 50 22.3 135
Dave| was| running| in| the| San| Diego… 50 20.9 144
Jane| went| to| her| friend’s| wedding| reception… 49 23 128
Rachel| planned| to| spend| her| evening| watching… 43 20.6 125
Mike| had| a| long| day| at| work… 45 19.7 137
Little| Robby’s| mom| was| having| financial… 55 24.7 134
Little| Johnny’s| parents| had| a| lot… 53 22.1 144
Kathy| and| Jared| flew| to| Jamaica… 46 20.5 135
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Linda| was| getting| ready|. … 45 20.2 134
The| Forster| family| was| having… 54 24.8 131
Susan| and| her| husband| Jim| planned… 53 24 133
Barbara| and| her| husband| were| moving… 51 21.5 142
Gail| is| a| picky| eater|. When| she… 53 22.1 144
Todd| was| on| a| plane|. He| … 46 21.2 130
Jenny| kept| CDs| in| her| car| … 46 22 125
Joe| was| stranded| on| a| deserted| island… 54 22.8 142
Two| of| Jared’s| best| friends| had… 52 25 125
Tony| and| his| wife| Mabel| drove… 48 22.6 127
Charlie| was| on| a| fishing| vacation… 45 21.4 126
A| math| professor| writes| a| famous… 50 22.7 132
Kate| is| a| college| professor|. She… 50 24 125
Sheri| was| writing| a| children’s| book 56 26.4 127
Ted| loved| Halloween|. He| hosted… 57 25.2 136
A| little| boy| named| Billy| was… 53 22 145
Shiela| owned| a| small| management… 56 24.9 135
The| teacher| was| discussing| space| … 45 19.3 140
The| teacher| tells| her| second| grade… 43 19.2 134
One| year| there| was| an| out| break… 56 26.5 127
A| group| of| friends| went| to| Jamaica… 57 26 132
Evelyn| was| with| a| European| tour| group… 50 23.7 127
Peter| thought| that| Paris| was| the| most… 53 23.2 137
On| the| first| day| of| summer… 52 23.5 133
Government| officials| created| a… 55 26.4 125
An| anthropologist| was| on| a… 52 25 125
The| McNeils| love| to| cook… 52 23.6 132
There| was| a| fire| at| the… 50 24.9 120
The| greatest| player| in| soccer| history… 50 23.4 128
A| fifth| grade| class| was| learning… 46 19.8 139
A| Sunday| school| teacher| was| telling… 45 20.7 130

Average: 47.22 21.37 133

Range: 32 to 55 
15.2 to 
26.5 

125 to 
145 

 
 

Question/Answers # words time (s) wpm 
How| many| All| or| Not| all 6 3.2 113
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How| many| Not| all| or| All 6 3.2 113
Where| Here| or| There 4 2.2 109
Where| There| or| Here 4 2.2 109
Whose| His| or| Hers 4 2.2 109
Whose| Hers| or| His 4 2.2 109
Whose| Hers| or| Susan's 4 2.2 109
Whose| Susan's| or| Hers 4 2.2 109
When| Many| times| or| Today 5 2.6 115
When| Today| or| Many| Times 5 2.6 115
When| Every| time| or| Today 5 2.5 120
When| Today| or| Every| time 5 2.5 120
When| Once| or| Today 4 2.2 109
When| Today| or| Once 4 2.2 109
When| Today| or| Often 4 2.2 109
When| Often| or| Today 4 2.2 109
When| Once| or| Tonight 4 2.1 114
When| Tonight| or| Once 4 2.1 114
When| Last| week| or| This| evening 6 2.9 124
When| This| evening| or| Last| week 6 2.9 124
When| Today| or| Last| week 5 2.6 115
When| Last| week| or| Today 5 2.5 120
No| thing| At| all| or| Interesting 6 2.9 124
No| thing| Interesting| or| at| all 6 2.9 124
No| thing| At| all| or| Desirable 6 2.9 124
No| thing| Desirable| or| At| all 6 2.9 124
No| thing| Appropriate| or| At| all 6 2.9 124
No| thing| At| all| or| Appropriate 6 2.9 124
No| body| In| the| world| or| In| the| class 9 4.4 123
No| body| In| the| class| or| In| the| world 9 4.4 123
Who| In| the| world| or| In| California 7 3.5 120
Who| At| the| party| or| In| the| world 8 4 120
Who| In| the| world| or| In| his| family 8 4.1 117
Who| In| the| company| or| In| the| world 8 3.9 123
No| body| In| the| tour| group| or| In| the| world 10 5.3 113
No| body| In| the| world| or| In| the| tour| group 10 5.4 111
Who| In| the| world| or| In| the| tour| group 9 5 108
Who| In| the| tour| group| or| In| the| world 9 5.1 106
Who| In| the| world| or| In| the| camp 8 4.1 117
Who| In| the| government| or| In| the| world 8 4.2 114
Who| In| Indonesia| or| In| the| world 7 3.9 108
Who| In| the| world| or| In| the| family 8 4.1 117
Who| In| the| world| or| On| the| team 8 4.2 114
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Who| On| the| team| or| In| the| world 8 4.3 112
Who| In| the| class| or| In| the| world 8 4.1 117
No| one| Desirable| or| At| all 6 3.4 106
No| one| At| all| or| Desirable 6 3.4 106
Who| In| the| world| or In| the| class 8 4.3 112

Average: 6.67 3.25 115

Range: 4 to 10 2.1 to 5.4 
106 to 
124 
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APPENDIX G 
 

DMDX SCRIPTS 
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EXPERIMENT 1 – PRACTICE   
 
<n 5> <cr> <ntl 0> <t 1000000000> <id keyboard> <mpr +j> <mnr +m> <nfb> <s 5> <g 
3> <dbc 0> <dwc 255255255> <azk> <videomode 640,480,480,8,0> 
 
$ 
0 “PRESS THE SPACEBAR TO BEGIN”; 
$ 
 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to drink for the toast_LD”; 
+1 * “APPROPRIATE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Appropriate or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It feels very humid_LD”;  
+2 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “She patted a cheek_LD”; 
-3 * “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/ <wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I overslept_LD”; 
-4 * “ONCE OR TODAY” /<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s a beautiful afternoon_LD”; 
-5 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
 
$ 
0 “THE END”/<wav 2> “Thank you that’s the end” <end>; 
$ 
 

 
EXPERIMENT 1 
 
<n 144> <cr> <ntl 0> <t 1000000000> <id keyboard> <mpr +j> <mnr +m> <nfb> <s 
144> <g 3> <dbc 0> <dwc 255255255> <azk> <videomode 640,480,480,8,0> 
 
$ 
0 “PRESS THE SPACEBAR TO BEGIN”; 
$ 
 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s a really dark night_LD”; 
+1 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He talked to a woman_LD”;  
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-2 “HIS WIFE OR SOMEONE ELSE”/<wav 2> “Who His wife or Someone else_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve set the table_LD”; 
+3 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Julie went to the board and wrote_LD”; 
+4 “ON IT OR UNDER IT”/<wav 2> “Where On it or Under it_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to watch_LD”; 
-5 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had my after dinner mint_LD”; 
-6 “ONCE OR TODAY”/ <wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You must be sixty to live in the retirement park_LD”; 
-7 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How old Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “John and Madeline are married_LD”; 
+8 “EACH OTHER OR OTHER PEOPLE”/<wav 2> “To whom Each other or Other 
people_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have ten new clients_LD”; 
-9 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He must be six years old to play tee-ball_LD”; 
-10 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How old Exactly or At least_LD”*;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to think about_LD”; 
-11 “AT ALL OR IMPORTANT”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Important_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody knows the answer_LD”; 
-12 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone likes to swim_LD”; 
+13 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Ann and Becky went to Hawaii_LD”; 
-14 “OTHER PEOPLE OR EACH OTHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Other people or Each 
other_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You must be 25 years old to rent a car_LD”; 
+15 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How old At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing in the dishwasher_LD”; 
+16 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Millicent lifted a finger_LD”; 
-17 “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s very sunny today_LD”; 
-18 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The girl raised a hand_LD”; 
+19 “HERS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve watered the plants_LD”; 
+20 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “She entered a house_LD”; 
+21 “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Chuck and Jen dated_LD”; 
+22 “EACH OTHER OR OTHER PEOPLE”/<wav 2> “Who Each other or Other 
people_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s a tall building_LD”; 
-23 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s raining_LD”; 
-24 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve put on the steaks_LD”; 
-25 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had breakfast_LD”; 
+26 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Ken and Bruce wrestled_LD”; 
-27 “OTHER PEOPLE OR EACH OTHER”/<wav 2> “Who Other people or Each 
other_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Ralph has two rakes_LD”; 
+28 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Michelle and Elaine wrote their doctoral_LD”; 
-29 “TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY”/<wav 2> “With whom Together or 
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Separately_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “George walked to the sink and washed_LD”; 
+30 “HIS HANDS OR HIS HAIR”/<wav 2> “What His hands or His hair_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “John has four cars_LD”; 
-31 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone wore a costume on Halloween_LD”; 
+32 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nathan and Tim went swimming_LD”; 
-33 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone cooks_LD”; 
+34 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He talked on a phone_LD”; 
-35 “HIS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody lives forever_LD”; 
+36 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Nobody In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody played soccer_LD”; 
+37 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to wear_LD”; 
+38 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “John cut a finger_LD”; 
-39 “SOMEONE’S OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or His_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He dribbled to the basket and jumped_LD”; 
-40 “OVER OR UP”/<wav 2> “How Over or Up_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Kris and Rozan have children_LD”; 
+41 “EACH OTHER OR OTHER PEOPLE”/<wav 2> “With whom Each other or Other 
people_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
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0 <wav 2> “Brad and Anne saw their patients this morning_LD”; 
+42 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s windy today_LD”; 
+43 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to do_LD”; 
-44 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “There’s water in the ocean_LD”; 
-45 “TO DRINK OR TO USE”/<wav 2> “For what To drink or To use_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s a clear day_LD”; 
-46 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to win the Boston Marathon_LD”; 
-47 “NOW OR EVER”/<wav 2> “When Now or Ever_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He needed six people_LD”; 
+48 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You must swim ten laps to join the team_LD”; 
+49 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had a coffee break_LD”; 
-50 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “There’s beer on the floor_LD”; 
-51 “TO DRINK OR TO CLEAN UP”/<wav 2> “For what To drink or To clean 
up_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had a helicopter ride_LD”; 
-52 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The new house has three bedrooms_LD”; 
+53 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Dan and Greg shaved this morning_LD”; 
-54 “TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY”/<wav 2> “With whom Together or 
Separately_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s my birthday_LD”; 
-55 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s dusty and smelly_LD”; 
-56 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “She drove a tractor_LD”; 
-57 “HERS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to eat_LD”; 
-58 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody knows where it is_LD”; 
-59 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had valley fever_LD”; 
+60 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Joan and Mike went for a walk_LD”; 
-61 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to wake up for_LD”; 
-62 “AT ALL OR IMPORTANT”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Important_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had some dinner_LD”; 
+63 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Susan moved one toe_LD”; 
-64 “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Carol and Mae watched the movie_LD”; 
+65 “TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY”/<wav 2> “With whom Together or 
Separately_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve washed the dishes_LD”; 
-66 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “She typed on a computer_LD”; 
-67 “HERS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Amanda and Katie took their final exam in math_LD”; 
+68 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
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0 <wav 2> “I’ve had kidney stones_LD”; 
-69 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You must spend fifty dollars to use this coupon_LD”; 
+70 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How much At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had my dessert_LD”; 
-71 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “We scored three goals_LD”; 
+72 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “There’s food on the table_LD”; 
+73 “TO EAT OR TO CLEAN UP”/<wav 2> “For what To eat or To clean up_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You must be forty eight inches tall to ride_LD”; 
+74 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing scheduled to_LD”; 
-75 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Jack is giving five lectures_LD”; 
+76 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to cry_LD”; 
-77 “EVER OR NOW”/<wav 2> “When Ever or Now_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I had a late lunch_LD”; 
+78 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to die_LD”; 
+79 “NOW OR EVER”/<wav 2> “When Now or Ever_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “There’s beer in the fridge_LD”; 
+80 “FOR WHAT TO DRINK OR TO CLEAN UP”/<wav 2> “For what To drink or To 
clean up_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s delicious_LD”; 
-81 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “There are books on the shelf_LD”; 
+82 “TO READ OR TO COPY”/<wav 2> “For what To read or To copy_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s ringing_LD”; 
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+83 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s far away_LD”; 
-84 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I had an early supper_LD”; 
-85 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to drown_LD”; 
-86 “EVER OR NOW”/<wav 2> “When Ever or Now_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everybody watched the movie_LD”; 
+87 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everybody breathes_LD”; 
+88 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Mabel broke a leg_LD”; 
-89 “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Paula waved an arm_LD”; 
+90 “HERS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone is coming to my party_LD”; 
+91 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing on my answering machine_LD”; 
+92 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “She walked over to the new pool and looked_LD”; 
-93 “OUT OR AT THE POOL”/<wav 2> “Where Out or At the pool_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to listen to_LD”; 
+94 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Lindsie and Jenna fought_LD”; 
+95 “EACH OTHER OR OTHER PEOPLE”/<wav 2> “With whom Each other or Other 
people_LD”*;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had a happy marriage_LD”; 
-96 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Jane has three children_LD”; 
-97 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The cat twitched an ear_LD”; 
-98 “SOMEONE’S OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or His_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody washed the dishes_LD”; 
-99 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Angie has completed two research projects_LD”; 
+100 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing moved into the new house_LD”; 
+101 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to sing_LD”; 
+102 “APPROPRIATE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Appropriate or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The cowboy twirled a rope_LD”; 
+103 “HIS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everybody sleeps_LD”; 
-104 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “John and Mary dined_LD”; 
-105 “OTHER PEOPLE OR EACH OTHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Other people or 
Each other_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s snowing_LD”; 
-106 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to say_LD”; 
-107 “AT ALL OR IMPORTANT”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Important_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Walt and Henry took their driving test_LD”; 
-108 “TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY”/<wav 2> “With whom Together or 
Separately_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Mary displayed a terrible scar_LD”; 
-109 “SOMEONE’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or Hers_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
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0 <wav 2> “John went to the edge of the cliff_LD”; 
+110 “OVER OR UP”/<wav 2> “How Over or Up_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone has skin_LD”; 
+111 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The dog lifted a leg_LD”; 
+112 “HIS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Jerry is taking four classes_LD”; 
-113 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone has a heart_LD”; 
-114 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s too expensive_LD”; 
-115 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Bill and Joe traveled through Europe_LD”; 
-116 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Richie and Joe took a shower_LD”; 
-117 “TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY”/<wav 2> “With whom Together or 
Separately_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to fail_LD”; 
+118 “NOW OR EVER”/<wav 2> “When Now or Ever_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone eats_LD”; 
-119 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’re not going to learn how to fly_LD”; 
+120 “EVER OR NOW”/<wav 2> “When Ever or Now_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody went on the cruise_LD”; 
+121 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had caviar_LD”; 
+122 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s very quiet_LD”; 
-123 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He went to the bridge and crossed_LD”; 
+124 “OVER OR UNDER”/<wav 2> “How Over or Under_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “June and Hugh got coffee_LD”; 
-125 “SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER”/<wav 2> “With whom Separately or 
Together_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Brian has three cats_LD”; 
+126 “EXACTLY OR AT LEAST”/<wav 2> “How many Exactly or At least_LD”*;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to learn_LD”; 
+127 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s hot out_LD”; 
+128 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Everyone went to Paris_LD”; 
-129 “IN THE WORLD OR IN A GROUP”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In a 
group_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to fear_LD”; 
+130 “AT ALL OR REASONABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Reasonable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to drink_LD”; 
+131 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s cloudy today_LD”; 
-132 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had my 15 minute break_LD”; 
+133 “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I’ve had sushi_LD”; 
+134 “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s a calm day_LD”; 
+135 “HERE OR SOMEWHERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or Somewhere_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Lisa ran to the window and looked_LD”; 
+136 “OUT OR AT THE WINDOW”/<wav 2> “Where Out or At the window_LD”*; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Nobody flew to Vegas_LD”; 
+137 “IN A GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/<wav 2> “Who In a group or In the 
world_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Sam offered a hand_LD”; 
-138 “SOMEONE’S OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or His_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He rode in a car_LD”; 
-139 “HIS OR SOMEONE’S”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Someone’s_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing to read_LD”; 
-140 “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/<wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “I have nothing packed for the trip_LD”; 
-141 “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/<wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Joe owns two footballs_LD”; 
-142 “AT LEAST OR EXACTLY”/<wav 2> “How many At least or Exactly_LD”*; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It’s really a nice day_LD”; 
-143 “SOMEWHERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where Somewhere or Here_LD”*;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Arthur showed a terrible sunburn_LD”; 
-144 “SOMEONE’S OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Someone’s or His_LD”*; 
 
$ 
0 “THE END”/<wav 2> “Thank you that’s the end” <end>; 
$ 
 
 
EXPERIMENT 2 – PRACTICE 
 
<n 2> <cr> <ntl 0> <t 1000000000> <id keyboard> <mpr +j> <mnr +m> <nfb> <s 2> <g 
3> <dbc 0> <dwc 255255255> <azk> <videomode 640,480,480,8,0> 
 
$ 
0 “PRESS THE SPACEBAR TO BEGIN”; 
$ 
 
0 <wav 2> “The conference intro_LD”;  
0 <wav 2> “The conference story_LD”; 
+1 “ALL OR NOT ALL”/* <wav 2> “How many All or Not all_LD”; 
0 <wav 2> “Conference in Florida intro_LD”; 
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0 <wav 2> “Conference in Florida story_LD”;  
+2 “NOT ALL OR ALL”/* <wav 2> “How many Not all or All_LD”; 
 
$ 
0 <wav 2> “Thank you that’s the end” <end>; 
$ 
 
 
EXPERIMENT 2 
 
<n 100> <cr> <ntl 0> <t 1000000000> <id keyboard> <mpr +j> <mnr +m> <nfb> <s 
100> <g 3> <dbc 0> <dwc 255255255> <azk> <videomode 640,480,480,8,0> 
 
$ 
0 “PRESS THE SPACEBAR TO BEGIN”; 
$ 
 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Growing orchids intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Growing orchids story_LD”; 
+1 * “HERE OR THERE”/ <wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Island climates intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Island climates story_LD”; 
+2 * “THERE OR HERE”/ <wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Snow closes the school intro_LD” /<wav 2> “Snow closes the school 
story_LD”; 
+3 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Driving to California intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Driving to California story_LD”; 
+4 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Stormy weather intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Stormy weather story_LD”; 
-5 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Stormy weather group intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Stormy weather group 
story_LD”; 
-6 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “News conference intro_LD” /<wav 2> “News conference story_LD”; 
-7 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Polar ice intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Polar ice story_LD”; 
-8 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
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0 <wav 2> “Cold places intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cold places story_LD”; 
-9 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cold days intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cold days story_LD”; 
-10 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Moving to New York intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Moving to New York 
story_LD”; 
+11 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Calling from Tucson intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Calling from Tucson story_LD”; 
+12 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Excavations in Greece intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Excavations in Greece 
story_LD”; 
-13 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Vacation intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Vacation story_LD”; 
-14 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “An old barn intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “An old barn story_LD”; 
-15 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cleaning the barn intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cleaning the barn story_LD”; 
-16 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A noisy dinner table intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A noisy dinner table story_LD”; 
+17 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A vacation in Italy intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A vacation in Italy story_LD”; 
+18 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Weather in Tucson intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Weather in Tucson story_LD”; 
+19 * “HERE OR THERE”/<wav 2> “Where Here or There_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Weather in Germany intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Weather in Germany story_LD”; 
+20 * “THERE OR HERE”/<wav 2> “Where There or Here_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “At the playground intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “At the playground story_LD”; 
+21 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “An actress’ preparation intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “An actress’ preparation 
story_LD”; 
+22 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Watching a cycling race intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Watching a cycling race 
story_LD”; 
-23 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cycling race intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cycling race story_LD”; 
-24 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Trimming nails intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Trimming nails story_LD”; 
-25 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Chopping the salad intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Chopping the salad story_LD”; 
-26 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Bad habit intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Bad habit story_LD”; 
-27 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Dentist’s office intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Dentist’s office story_LD”; 
-28 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Sea rescue intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Sea rescue story_LD”; 
-29 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Rescue intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Rescue story_LD”; 
+30 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A walk in the mountains intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A walk in the mountains 
story_LD”; 
+31 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Emergency rescue intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Emergency rescue story_LD”; 
+32 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Bogart movies intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Bogart movies story_LD”; 
-33 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A game intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A game story_LD”; 
-34 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Painting toenails intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Painting toenails story_LD”; 
+35 * “HERS OR SUSAN’S”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or Susan’s_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “New nail polish intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “New nail polish story_LD”; 
+36 * “SUSAN’S OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose Susan’s or Hers_LD”; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “In the hospital intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “In the hospital story_LD”; 
-37 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Hospital visit intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Hospital visit story_LD”; 
-38 * “HIS OR HERS”/ <wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A fainting spell intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A fainting spell story_LD”; 
+39 * “HERS OR HIS”/<wav 2> “Whose Hers or His_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Sleepy roommate intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Sleepy roommate story_LD”; 
+40 * “HIS OR HERS”/<wav 2> “Whose His or Hers_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Exam intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Exam story_LD”; 
-41 * “MANY TIMES OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Many times or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Calculus intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Calculus story_LD”; 
-42 * “TODAY OR MANY TIMES”/ <wav 2> “When Today or Many times_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Going to the in-laws for Thanksgiving intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Going to the in-
laws for Thanksgiving story_LD”; 
+43 * “EVERY TIME OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Every time or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cleaning up after the party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cleaning up after the party 
story_LD”; 
+44 * “TODAY OR EVERY TIME”/<wav 2> “When Today or Every time_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Gaining weight intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Gaining weight story_LD”; 
-45 * “TODAY OR MANY TIMES”/<wav 2> “When Today or Many Times_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Indigestion intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Indigestion story_LD”; 
-46 * “MANY TIMES OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Many times or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Dinner menu intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Dinner menu story_LD”; 
+47 * “TODAY OR MANY TIMES”/<wav 2> “When Today or Many times_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cooking duck intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Cooking duck story_LD”; 
+48 * “MANY TIMES OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Many times or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Dining out intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Dining out story_LD”; 
+49 * “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Eating out intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Eating out story_LD”; 
+50 * “TODAY OR ONCE”/ <wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Baking a cake intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Baking a cake story_LD”; 
+51 * “TODAY OR OFTEN”/<wav 2> “When Today or Often_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Making a cake intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Making a cake story_LD”; 
+52 * “OFTEN OR TODAY”/ <wav 2> “When Often or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Furnace intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Furnace story_LD”; 
-53 * “ONCE OR TONIGHT”/<wav 2> “When Once or Tonight_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The furnace intro_LD”/<wav 2> “The furnace story_LD”; 
-54 * “TONIGHT OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Tonight or Once_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Wine cellar intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Wine cellar story_LD”; 
+55 * “LAST WEEK OR THIS EVENING”/<wav 2> “When Last week or This 
evening_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Party story_LD”; 
+56 * “THIS EVENING OR LAST WEEK”/<wav 2> “When This evening or Last 
week_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The graduation dinner intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “The graduation dinner 
story_LD”; 
+57 * “TODAY OR ONCE”/<wav 2> “When Today or Once_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Buckingham Palace intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Buckingham Palace story_LD”; 
+58 * “ONCE OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Once or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Burglary intro_LD”/<wav 2> “Burglary story_LD”; 
+59 * “TODAY OR LAST WEEK”/<wav 2> “When Today or Last week_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “A burglary intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “A burglary story_LD”; 
+60 * “LAST WEEK OR TODAY”/<wav 2> “When Last week or Today_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Plane ride intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Plane ride story_LD”; 
+61 * “AT ALL OR INTERESTING”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Interesting_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Afternoon reading intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Afternoon reading story_LD”; 
+62 * “INTERESTING OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Interesting or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The marathon intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “The marathon story_LD”; 
-63 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Wedding reception intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Wedding reception story_LD”; 
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-64 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Watching TV intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Watching TV story_LD”; 
+65 * “AT ALL OR INTERESTING”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Interesting_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Baseball game intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Baseball game story_LD”; 
+66 * “INTERESTING OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Interesting or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Living with grandmother intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Living with grandmother 
story_LD”; 
-67 * “INTERESTING OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Interesting or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Spoiled intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Spoiled story_LD”; 
-68 * “AT ALL OR INTERESTING”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Interesting_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Lost luggage intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Lost luggage story_LD”; 
+69 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Going to a party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Going to a party story_LD”; 
+70 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Christmas presents intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Christmas presents story_LD”; 
-71 * “APPROPRIATE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Appropriate or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Snobby relatives intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Snobby relatives story_LD”; 
-72 * “AT ALL OR APPROPRIATE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Appropriate_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “No more snacks intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “No more snacks story_LD”; 
+73 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Picky eater intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Picky eater story_LD”; 
+74 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The plane intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “The plane story_LD”; 
-75 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Music selection intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Music selection story_LD”; 
-76 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Deserted island intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Deserted island story_LD”; 
+77 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “No one At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Bad day intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Bad day story_LD”; 
+78 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “No one Desirable or At all_LD”; 
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0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Fishing intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Fishing story_LD”; 
-79 * “DESIRABLE OR AT ALL”/ <wav 2> “Nothing Desirable or At all_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Fisherman intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Fisherman story_LD”; 
-80 * “AT ALL OR DESIRABLE”/ <wav 2> “Nothing At all or Desirable_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Math problem intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Math problem story_LD”; 
+81 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE CLASS”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the world or In the 
class_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Grading a test intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Grading a test story_LD”; 
+82 * “IN THE CLASS OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the class or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Writing a book intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Writing a book story_LD”; 
+83 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN CALIFORNIA”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or In 
California_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Halloween party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Halloween party story_LD”; 
+84 * “AT THE PARTY OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who At the party or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Birthday party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Birthday party story_LD”; 
+85 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN HIS FAMILY”/<wav 2> “Who In the world or In his 
family_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Housewarming party intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Housewarming party story_LD”; 
+86 * “IN THE COMPANY OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who In the company or 
In the world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Space travel intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Space travel story_LD”; 
-87 * “IN THE CLASS OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the class or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “City zoo intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “City zoo story_LD”; 
+88 * “IN THE CLASS OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the class or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cruise ships intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cruise ships story_LD”; 
-89 * “IN THE TOUR GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the tour 
group or In the world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Jamaica intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Jamaica story_LD”; 
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-90 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE TOUR GROUP”/ <wav 2> “Nobody In the world 
or In the tour group_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Touring Europe intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Touring Europe story_LD”; 
-91 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE TOUR GROUP”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or 
In the tour group_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “In Paris intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “In Paris story_LD”; 
-92 * “IN THE TOUR GROUP OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who In the tour group 
or In the world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Camp movie intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Camp movie story_LD”; 
-93 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE CAMP”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or In the 
camp_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “The movie intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “The movie story_LD”; 
-94 * “IN THE GOVERNMENT OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who In the 
government or In the world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Field assignment intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Field assignment story_LD”; 
-95 * “IN INDONESIA OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who In Indonesia or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Cooking dinner intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Cooking dinner story_LD”; 
-96 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE FAMILY”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or In the 
family_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Fire intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Fire story_LD”; 
-97 * “IN THE WORLD OR ON THE TEAM”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or On the 
team_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Soccer great intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Soccer great story_LD”; 
-98 * “ON THE TEAM OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who On the team or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Geography intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Geography story_LD”; 
+99 * “IN THE CLASS OR IN THE WORLD”/ <wav 2> “Who In the class or In the 
world_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “Garden of Eden intro_LD”/ <wav 2> “Garden of Eden story_LD”; 
+100 * “IN THE WORLD OR IN THE CLASS”/ <wav 2> “Who In the world or In the 
class_LD”; 
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$ 
0 “THE END”/<wav 2> “Thank you that’s the end” <end>; 
$ 
 
 
SARCASM SCRIPT 
 
<n 20> <cr> <ntl 0> <t 1000000000> <id keyboard> <mpr +j> <mnr +m> <nfb> <s 20> 
<g 3> <dbc 0> <dwc 255255255> <azk> <videomode 640,480,480,8,0> 
 
$ 
0 “PRESS THE SPACEBAR TO BEGIN”; 
$ 
 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “That’s a great dress literal_LD”; 
+1 * “BEAUTIFUL OR UGLY”/ <wav 2> “What did June mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “That’s a great dress sarcastic_LD”;  
-2 * “BEAUTIFUL OR UGLY”/ <wav 2> “What did Pam mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He must be a genius literal_LD”; 
+3 * “SMART OR NOT SMART”/ <wav 2> “What did Betty mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “He must be a genius sarcastic_LD”; 
-4 * “SMART OR NOT SMART”/ <wav 2> “What did Jill mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What an exciting football game literal_LD”; 
+5 * “EXCITING OR NOT EXCITING”/ <wav 2> “What did Jason mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What an exciting football game sarcastic_LD”; 
-6 * “EXCITING OR NOT EXCITING”/ <wav 2> “What did Robin mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a perfect day for a picnic literal_LD”; 
+7 * “NICE WEATHER OR POOR WEATHER”/ <wav 2> “What did the cousin 
mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a perfect day for a picnic sarcastic_LD”; 
-8 * “NICE WEATHER OR POOR WEATHER”/ <wav 2> “What did Michelle 
mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “It was a great trip literal_LD”; 
+9 * “NICE OR AWFUL”/ <wav 2> “What did Josh mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
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0 <wav 2> “It was a great trip sarcastic_LD”; 
-10 * “NICE OR AWFUL”/ <wav 2> “What did Sarah mean_LD”;  
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “That’s a big dog literal_LD”; 
+11 * “LARGE OR SMALL”/ <wav 2> “What did the dog owners mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “That’s a big dog sarcastic_LD”; 
-12 * “LARGE OR SMALL”/ <wav 2> “What did Lisa mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “How unselfish you are literal_LD”; 
+13 * “CONSIDERATE OR SELFISH”/ <wav 2> “What did Amy’s mother mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “How unselfish you are sarcastic_LD”; 
-14 * “CONSIDERATE OR SELFISH”/ <wav 2> “What did John mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’ve been a great help literal_LD”; 
+15 * “HELPFUL OR NOT HELPFUL”/ <wav 2> “What did James mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “You’ve been a great help sarcastic_LD”; 
-16 * “HELPFUL OR NOT HELPFUL”/ <wav 2> “What did Gina mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a pleasant man literal_LD”; 
+17 * “NICE OR NOT NICE”/ <wav 2> “What did Christine mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a pleasant man sarcastic_LD”; 
-18 * “NICE OR NOT NICE”/ <wav 2> “What did Valerie mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a lovely dinner literal_LD”; 
+19 * “FUN OR UNPLEASANT”/ <wav 2> “What did Hannah mean_LD”; 
0 “X”; 
0 <wav 2> “What a lovely dinner sarcastic_LD”; 
-20 * “FUN OR UNPLEASANT”/ <wav 2> “What did Lucy mean_LD”; 
 
$ 
0 “THE END”/<wav 2 2> “Thank you that’s the end” <end>; 
$ 
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